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Acquisition of the behavioural skills of a human operator and recreating them in an 
intelligent autonomous system has been a critical but rather challenging step in the 
development of complex intelligent autonomous systems. A systematic and generic 
method for realising this process will greatly simplify the development, commissioning 
and maintenance of autonomous systems.  
A human operator  automatically employs tacit skills to perform a dynamic real time 
task. Application of conventional knowledge acquisition systems is not sufficient to 
acquire the employed skills as the operator is typically unable to provide an accurate 
and complete description of the employed skills and their sequence.  
The feasibility of acquiring the human behavioural skills has been explored in this thesis. 
The work has been carried out in the context of transferring those skills to a biped robot. 
The focus has been on the human postural and locomotor movements. 
A fuzzy clustering method is developed and applied to identify different movements of 
the human hand. The motion is measured by a dual-axis accelerometer and a gyroscope 
mounted on the hand. The gyroscope is used to locate the position and configuration of 
the hand, whereas the accelerometer measures the kinematic parameters of the 
movement. The covariance and the mean of the data produced by the sensors are used as 
features in the clustering process.  
The clustering method is applied to the data produced from the human wrist movements 
to identify the sequence of the motion primitives embedded in them. Furthermore, the 
relationship between these primitives in the context of the performed task is 
reconstructed using a Hidden Markov Model. The progress made and the results 
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1.1 Problem Statement 
Skills are robust, reactive strategies for executing recurring task in our domain. Based 
on proficiency in these skills, people can develop and execute high-level plans. 
However, it is a quite challenging step in achieving these skills in an intelligent 
autonomous system, since originally, the system is unskilled and cannot perform any 
task without extensive and detailed instructions from a higher-level agent. Furthermore, 
efficient acquisition of behavioural skills of a human operator by an autonomous system 
requires simultaneously reducing robot programming complexity and increasing sensor 
integration, which are competing and contradictory goals [1]. Hence, a systematic and 
generic method for realising this process will greatly simplify the development, 
commissioning and maintenance of autonomous systems.  
A human operator  automatically employs tacit skills to perform a dynamic real time 
task. Application of conventional knowledge acquisition systems is not sufficient to 
acquire the employed skills as the operator is typically unable to provide an accurate 
and complete description of the employed skills and their sequence [2].  
There have been a number of attempts to overcome some of the shortcomings of 
“teaching by guiding” approach. Summers and Grossman [3] embedded a collection of 
sensory information and interaction with the operator in the task instruction procedure. 
Asada and Assari [4] used neural networks to extract the control rules to perform a 
particular assembly motion from the position and force data generated during operation 
of a human operator. Due to unintentional and inconsistent motion commands generated 
by the operator during demonstration, direct training has proved difficult. Sator and 
Hirai [5] integrated direct teaching with task level languages through master-slave 
manipulators. 
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In addition to self-discovery, learning of skills in the human generally takes place 
through training by an instructor [6] in the psychomotor domain, where ‘motor’ is an 
observable movement response to a stimulus [7]. According to Smith and Smith [8], the 
human movements can be grouped into three categories. The first is the postural 
movement which regulates body positioning. The second is locomotor movements, 
which translate and rotate a body, and the third category includes manipulative 
movements. In this work the focus is on postural and locomotor movements. The 
perception of such movements is the primary purpose of the work reported in this thesis. 
In the future extension of this project, such perception can be employed by a humanoid 
robot to mimic the human psychomotor behaviour. 
1.2 Skill Primitives 
In the context of robotics, a skill primitive can be defined as an instruction which drives 
a robotics system along a specific trajectory relative to a reference coordinator frame 
towards performing a particular task [9]. Complex non-linear behaviour is achieved 
through piecewise integration of skill primitives. A skill, as stated by James [1], 
represents an innate capability to perform a specific task. This definition implies that a 
skill cannot be considered in isolation from the task. Hence, a robotics task can be 
considered  as the synthesis of the skills required to carry it out. A valid skill should 
have the ability to deal with the uncertainty and variations in the task.  
A skill primitive should have the following characteristics: 
1) Task driven – Since the overall aim is to perform a task, a skill primitive should 
contribute towards fulfilling the task.  
2) Handle uncertainties – A skill primitive should include the necessary parameters 
such as the coordinate frames and physical laws to specifically define a task. 
3) Re-usability – A skill primitive should be re-usable in other applications.  
4) Encapsulated with configuration of robot and sensors –A skill primitive should 
include the characteristics of the robot and sensors associated with it. This is 
described as sensorimotor primitives by James [1]. 
As stated by Fitts [10], a skill primitive is acquired through three phases: cognitive 
phase, associative phase and autonomous phase. The process of skill acquisition is 
briefly illustrated in Figure 1.1. 




Fig. 1.1 – Skill acquisition approach 
As shown in this figure, based on the tasks demonstrated by the human operator, the 
basic strategy including the characteristics of the motion and the configuration of the 
sensors in detecting the motion is recovered. During the associative phase, the skill 
performance is improved through practice and a series of skill primitives and 
sensorimotor primitives are derived. During the autonomous phase, the skill is replayed 
by robot usually with little or no cognitive effort to complete the tasks.  
In this work, the motion primitives embedded in the human hand movements are 
considered as skill primitives. The motion of the hand is measured by a dual-axis 
accelerometer and a gyroscope mounted on the hand. The gyroscope locates the position 
and configuration of the hand, whereas the accelerometer measures the kinematic 
Accomplished by robot 
















Task i’ Task j’ Task k’ 
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parameters of the movement. The covariance and the mean of the data produced by the 
sensors are used as features in the clustering process.  
Through analysis of the motion data received from the sensors, various human wrist 
movements are examined and broken down into a set of motion primitives. A fuzzy 
cluster analysis is developed to identify different motion primitives in the data received 
from the sensors. Different stages of the work and the relationship between these steps 




As illustrated in Figure 1.2, by introducing the recorded data about both the motion and 
the tasks, the learning model derives the reliable motion primitives and the relationship 
among them to recreate the human skills in an intelligent autonomous system. 
1.3 Aims and Contributions of the Thesis 
The primary aim of this thesis has been to explore the feasibility of acquiring the human 
behaviourial skills through a systematic and generic approach. The work has been 
carried out in the context of transferring those skills to a biped robot. The focus has 
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Fig. 1.2 - Different stages of the project 
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In pursuit of this aim, the following contributions have been made: 
(a)  A comprehensive and critical review of the historically significant and recent 
projects related to important aspects of behavioural skill acquisition including 
sensor fusion techniques, machine learning algorithms, error recovery strategies, 
and skills synthesis.  
(b) Development of a conceptual model of the behavioural skill acquisition in the 
context of the human locomotor and postural motions.  
(c) Design and development of a simple but flexible experimental rig and a set of 
experiments as a platform to study the conceptions proposed in this work.  
(d) Development of a novel fuzzy clustering method for identification of the motion 
primitive patterns. 
(e) Development of a methodology to enhance the precision of cluster analysis by 
introducing new motion primitives to the primitives defined earlier.  
(f) Development of a framework based on Hidden Markov Model to synthesize the 
identified motion primitives into a behavioural skill by identifying their inherent 
characteristics, independent from the actions applied each time the task is 
performed.  
(g) Validation of the methodologies developed in the thesis by applying them to the 
human wrist and hurdle motions.  
1.4 Organization of Thesis 
An extensive review of the literature related to the work is carried out in Chapter 2. The 
focus of the review is initially on sensor fusion technologies. This is followed by an 
examination of associated work on machine learning and error recovery strategies 
deployed in skill acquisition.  
The experimental rig and the experimental procedure designed and developed to study 
the concepts proposed in this work are described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 introduces the 
key algorithm developed to derive the motion primitives from the voluminous motion 
data recorded from sensors. The validation of the algorithm by applying it to the human 
wrist motion is presented in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
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The robustness of the approach is examined in Chapter 6 by studying the impact of 
introducing a new motion primitive to the range of primitives defined earlier and its 
effect on the performance of the clustering algorithm. Moreover, the skill synthesis 
process developed based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to identify the inherent 
characteristics of the motion primitives is addressed in Chapter 7. 
Finally, some conclusions are drawn in chapter 8 and the future directions of the work 
are highlighted. 









Teaching of the human psychomotor behaviour to a robotics manipulator through 
demonstration has become a popular area of research, and has led to an expansion in the 
development of relevant products and applications. According to Smith and Smith [8], 
there are three types of human psychomotor movements:  
(a) The postural movement which regulates body positioning.  
(b) The locomotor movement, which translates and rotates the body.  
(c) The manipulative movements through which the environment is manipulated.  
This work has its focus on the first two movements and explores how the human 
postural and locomotor movements can be transferred to a biped robot through 
demonstration. Since the human motion is inherently stochastic, complicated and 
unpredictable, tracking the multi-paths of the human movement does not fully describe 
the human skills deployed to perform the manipulation. In this work a more effective 
approach  is developed in which the human motion is broken down into a number of 
segments called motion primitives.  
The first step in observing the motion primitives is to install appropriate sensors on the 
critical part of the human body. Based on the information provided by the sensors, the 
human motion is analysed by a flexible machine learning algorithm identifying the 
characteristics of the motion primitives. The final stage is to employ efficient error 
recovery strategies to remove unintended motions from the motion sequence. 
Accordingly, the research carried out in this area has three foci: 
• Sensor Fusion Techniques 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
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• Machine Learning Algorithms 
• Error Recovery Strategies 
In this chapter, a review of the literature relevant to this work is carried out according to 
the above taxonomy. This will be followed by a review of the literature on skill 
synthesis. The chapter will be concluded by providing an overview of the approach 
proposed in this work. 
2.2 Sensor Fusion Techniques 
2.2.1 Overview of Sensors 
A variety of sensors have been employed to observe and record the human manipulation 
movements. The most economical, effective and practical sensors have proved to be 
accelerometers. 
A system called WearNET developed by Farringdon et al [11] utilizes a dual axis 
accelerometer and a dual magnetic gyroscope to monitor motion. Schmidt et al. have 
produced a context-awareness ‘tie’ for the human motion detection which consists of a 
non-invasive dual axis accelerometer [12].  The systems developed by Kristof and Ozan 
also use accelerometers for the human motion detection [13]. 
In some applications, force sensors have been used to detect motion. For example in 
force sensing gloves developed by Shimizu et al. [14] and Kostas et al. [15], motion 
patterns of interaction of hands with an object are extracted by detecting pressure 
applied to the glove. Sardain et al have successfully used three traction-compression 
sensors to describe the pressure applied to the human sole during walking [16].  
Employing computer vision to monitor the human motion has been quite popular. Many 
researchers have employed visual sensors to capture full-body motion. Some examples 
are Marcia’s visual motion-capture system [17] and the visual system built by Koichi et 
al. [18]. Optical sensors provide a more detailed track record of the motion and the 
demonstrator does not need to wear any particular device or instrumentation. The 
disadvantages of such an approach are the noise caused by the shadows and obstacles 
which can obstruct the view. 
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2.2.2 Architecture of Sensors 
A typical sensor usually has certain limitations and is often more suitable for a 
particular application than the others. Hence for better performance, a combination of 
different sensors complementing each other’s function is usually used in a specific 
application [19].  This is known as sensor fusion. There are a number of methods 
employed in the literature to perform sensor fusion and integrate the information 
produced by the array of sensors. They include Neural Networks, Radial Basis 
Functions, fuzzy logic and others. In this section, some of the important works in this 
area will be reviewed. 
Koichi et al have studied the tracking of a manipulated object in 3D space [18]. They 
have proposed a new algorithm to refine hand-action models through repeated 
observation of the human behaviour. The findings show that the motion of the fugleman 
may be represented properly by setting different parameters of a visual sensor at 
different times. The tracking task has been carried out in three stages in order to extract 
the Attention Point which is a key point to integrate multiple observations. At each 
stage, the parameters of the observation system have been changed for a particular 
purpose such as tracking the trajectory of the object with different precision, or 
observing the object with different resolutions and colour qualities. Utilizing 3D 
information, the approximate pose has been estimated, and the pose is fine tuned by 
using 2D edge correspondence. 
James has proposed the approach shown in Figure 2-1 for sensor fusion [1]. The 
intended tasks are identified in the Task Space and are represented in the robot space as 
sensorimotor primitives SMP.  Introduction of sensorimotor primitives for monitoring 
the manipulation task primitives is a new approach in sensor fusion. The feasibility of 
the approach has been validated by James through experimental work. 
 




Fig 2.1 –  Sensorimotor primitives (SMP) [1] 
 
A multi-sensory system for tracking human navigation in an indoor environment is 
developed in MERL’s (Mitsubishi Electric Research Laboratory [20]. There are four 
kinds of sensors including 3D accelerometer, 3D magnetometer, fluorescent light 
detector and temperature sensor utilized in the system. 
DAISY (Design Aid for Intelligent Support SYstems) is an architecture developed by 
Chella et al. [21] for intelligent systems. They propose that information-fusion 
techniques may be evolved on the basis of adaptive internal models and environment 
transformations. By combining two main complementary approaches, DAISY can 
achieve a more efficient architecture for sensor fusion. The two methods developed in 















Manipulation Task primitive 




Fig. 2.2 – Functional approach [21] 
 
Fig. 2.3 – Behavioural approach [21] 
DAISY is implemented based on Active Information Fusion [22], integrating the two 
approaches stated above as shown in Figure 2.4. Using this architecture, Chella et al. 
have successfully described the models of a vase and a mug in 3D space. 
 
Fig. 2.4 – Active information fusion [21] 
 
 
A list of condition action rules 







Integrating for particular task 
Behavior approach 
Top layers: finding a strategy to satisfy the goals of the agents 
Bottom layers: executing the plan generated by the top 
layers. 
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2.3 Machine Learning Algorithms (Data Mining) 
Data mining is a systematic exploration of data for patterns and variable relationships 
and validation of the findings using a new set of data [19].  In this section a review of 
significant works including the data mining methods will be carried out in the context of 
supervised and unsupervised learning. 
According to the lectures published by MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
[23], there are three different machine learning approaches for data mining:  
(a) Unsupervised learning (clustering): A set of unlabeled examples are provided and 
they are grouped into “natural” clusters. 
(b) Supervised learning (classification): Given a series of example input/output pairs, 
a set of rules are found to successfully predict the output associated with a new 
input. 
(c) Reinforcement learning: An agent interacting with the world makes observations, 
takes actions, and is rewarded or punished. It learns to choose actions which 
maximise the reward. 
2.3.1 Unsupervised Learning (Clustering) 
In unsupervised learning, the motion primitives are not identified or defined. As an 
example, to imitate the human dance, Nakazawa et al. [24] have deployed the local 
velocity minimum frames of the end effectors. In order to evaluate the similarities of the 
motion segments, DP (Dynamic Programming) distance of the target points’ trajectories 
in 3D space are used. By  clustering these segments into groups, similar motions are 
labelled by the same name. The dance movements are learned by the robot through 
evaluating the correlation between the segments. The methodology for tracking human 
arms actions can be described as the diagram shown in Figure 2.5. Similar methods are 
used by Takaki et al. [25] to derive the preliminary information required to detect 
motion primitives. 
 




 (a) – Synchronization of symbol multi-stream 
 
(b) – Discovery of primitive motion 
Fig. 2.5 – Tracking human arms technique [25]. 
The Self Organizing Map (SOM) Neural Network is another valid clustering approach 
employed by Van Lent [13] for classifying and labelling different motion elements. The 
principle of SOM is believed to be similar to the self-organization of neuronal functions 
in the human brain. Neurons are recruited topologically for a task depending on the 
sensory input. A SOM can provide insight into behaviour. This ability, however, 
degrades when the dimension of the input increases, since some irrelevant inputs might 
be introduced. The adaptability of the method also decreases due to the Stability-
Plasticity Dilemma which means that the learning system may succeed in learning the 
correct outputs, but when some other set of inputs are employed to train the system, the 
system will fail to respond appropriately to the old, previously learned inputs. 
Linear algebra has also been used for clustering. Based on this approach, Masudur et al 
have introduced the eigenspace (ES) algorithm [26]. This is achieved by establishing an 
orthonormal coordinate system of UES (Universe of EigenSpace) with the intention of 
including every possible type of human behaviour in the ES. The approach can lead to 
successful build up of motion primitives. 
2.3.2 Supervised Learning (Classification) 
Based on the motion templates established through clustering methods, supervised 
learning can be used to find non-linear functions representing human motion. Currently, 
one of easiest supervised learning algorithm is the NN (Nearest Neighbour) algorithm. 
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In the work conducted by Van  [13], Mori [25], Rahman [26] and D'Orazio [27], NN 
were employed to extract the gesture context from a variety of sensors.  In NN, the 
construction of a cluster strongly depends on the first data called the “seed” [27]. In 
addition, NN is sensitive to the dimension curse [28]. Furthermore, based on the 
principle of NN, to fulfil the requirements of the recognition system, a series of pattern 
recognition algorithms have been presented. A representative one is Gustafson-Kessel 
Algorithm. 
The Gustafson-Kessel Algorithm [29], is a flexible and comprehensive method for 
pattern recognition. Based on the c-means function, this algorithm integrates sample 
distribution and fuzzy logic to construct a series of fuzzy sets and rules from the training 
data. This results in the extraction of plausible motion primitives in terms of their 
numbers and quantity. Babuska and Verbruggen have successfully applied this 
algorithm to a pH neutralization process [30]. 
Similar to the SOM method, the FFNN (Feed-Forward Neural Network) has been 
employed by Jacob et al. [31] for the purpose of the human gesture recognition. The 
algorithm operates by organizing the input layer, hidden layer and output layer of neural 
networks by finding the optimal function which can represent the relationship between 
the sensory inputs and some specific outputs. However, training process is quite slow 
for such learning algorithms, and a great deal of training data is required [32]. 
Another effective algorithm which should be mentioned is HMM (Hidden Markov 
Model). Markov models are mathematical models of stochastic processes which 
generate random sequences of outcomes with some probability. In Hidden Markov 
model, the sequence of emissions can be observed, but the sequence of states that the 
model goes through to generate the emissions are not known. In this case, the goal is to 
recover the state information from the observed data [33]. In work by both Van [13] and 
Inamura [34], the sensory inputs have been used as a sequence of emissions in the 
HMM, and the outputs which represent the sequence of skill primitives are extracted by 
this approach. 
2.3.3 Reinforcement Learning 
The next stage after learning behaviour is to implement it in a robotics system which 
can execute the required task and interact with the environment. Reinforcement learning 
can be regarded as a useful method to resolve this problem [35]. A number of authors 
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have reported on this method. For example, D'Orazio et al. have used Q-learning [27], to 
enable a robot to play soccer. In this process, the visual perception has been separated 
into several segments. A reward value of 1 is assigned when the robot reaches the ball, 
and as long as the robot lost the ball, it is given -1. If the robot finds the ball, a positive 
value which is smaller than 1 is calculated by the segments of the visual area and is 
added to the reward value. Based on this approach, Q-learning has proved to be an 
effective method to control imitation in a robot as it provides optimal strategies for 
interaction between the target and manipulated objects [36]. 
2.4 Error Recovery Strategies 
The trajectory generated by a human demonstrator consists of small segments, and 
includes noise due to unintended and unconscious movements. Minimal Distance 
Percentage Principle (MDPP) has been employed in the work by Mori et al. [25] to 
remove the breakpoints between the segments. MDPP is defined as follows:  
Given a sequence of breakpoints ( ) ( ) ( ),,...,,,, 2211 MM xtandxtxt  a minimal time T and a 







<− ++ )( minmax
1
1  (2-1), 
the breakpoints ( )ii xt ,  and ( )11 , ++ ii xt  should be removed. Figure 2.6 shows how MDPP 
operates. For T=0.5 and P=0.5, the filled and unfilled dot points represent breakpoints 
detected by the change of velocity. By using the threshold T and P, unfilled dot points 
are removed. 
 
Fig 2.6 – Error recovery by MDPP [25] 
In bipedal robot development, maintaining balance is quite important. Currently, the 
most popular algorithm used is Zero Moment Point (ZMP). The ZMP is the point on the 
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ground where the tipping moment acting on the biped due to gravity and inertia forces, 
is zero [16]. To keep the robot standing, its ZMP must be within a support area enclosed 
by the soles of its feet. In order to keep ZMP within the support area, the motion must 
be modified to compensate for the ZMP trajectory. In both Nakazawa et al’s robot 
dance task [24] and Sardain et al’s gait analysis work, ZMP has been deployed to keep 
the humanoid robot balanced. 
In addition, the physical limitation of robot and the changing environment are also 
important factors which influence the robot imitation. Different tasks require different 
strategies. 
2.5 Previous Works in Skill Synthesis 
In skill synthesis, a robot imitates the demonstrator’s behaviour by following a series of 
motion sequences, known as skills which are derived from the demonstrator’s trajectory. 
In order to achieve this goal, the three variant techniques stated above must be 
combined. Hence, it is crucial to structure a framework to organize these approaches in 
an efficient manner. In the following, a number of works on skill synthesis are reviewed. 
The key questions of this project and the recommended solutions will be also discussed. 
For  the peg-in-hole insertion process, Santiago et al. [36] extracted 4 skill primitives 
including move, make-contact, insert and slide from an analysis on three types of 
motions, consisting of maintaining DOF (degrees of freedom) which indicates that the 
axis direction’s DOF is able to rotate maintaining the contact relation,, detecting DOF 
and constraining DOF. Various stages in the manipulation task are identified by 
analyzing the transition between different degrees of freedom. Mohammad A. F, 
Takashi T et al.  [23] has developed a set of Regrasping primitives for a multifingered 
robot hand. Two core primitives in this work are rotation and pivoting. Association of 
these predefined primitives has successfully represented the grasping skills. Akira et al. 
[37] have developed a set of motion skill primitives to derive the peg-in-hole insertion 
skills for executing complex tasks. Each skill is formed based on a pattern of motion 
identified by a back-projection model. The collection of various skills are forward into a 
library. Motion planning for a particular task is achieved by combining appropriate 
skills from the skill library [37]. 
Atsushi et al. [24] have developed a methodology based on which human dance 
movements can be analyzed and converted to skill primitives through motion structure 
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analysis. The human dance motions are acquired by a motion capture system consisting 
of 8 cameras and a cluster of PCs. By focusing on the local velocity minimum frames of 
the end effectors such as hands and feet, a series of motion elements called motion 
primitives are detected. The sequence of primitives defines the complete episode of 
dance motion. In an experimental work, a complete dance performance is successfully 
performed by a HRP-1S humanoid robot. According to this work, there are two 
important phases in teaching skills to a robot. In the first phase, imitation and behaviour 
models are constructed so that the robot has the ability to understand the human motion. 
In the second phase, the balance control and interactions with the environment during 
complex motions are studied.  
The experiment carried out by Tetsunari et al.  [34] has made a significant contribution 
to the skill synthesis. Initially, the concepts of “proto-symbols” and “self motion 
elements” have been introduced. Then, according to the symbols and motion elements, 
the motion dynamics is abstracted and represented. In a previous work in this area, 
Schaal [38] has developed abstract modules called behaviour primitives to model a 
complex behaviour. In the work conducted by Kuniyoshi [39] the motion behaviour is 
reconstructed by observing and symbolising the human demonstration. The humanoid 
robot is generated from the proto-symbols as follows:  
1. Sequence of self-motion elements is generated from proto-symbols. 
2. The self motion elements  are transformed into joint angles and smooth angle 
values. 
3. The whole body motion of the robot is compensated to keep balance during 
motion [40]. 
 
Overall, the robot imitation process can be regarded as a mimesis loop using self motion 
elements and proto-symbols, as shown in Figure 2.7.  




Fig 2.7 – The mimesis loop for imitation learning [34] 
In this approach, the sequence of the primitives is modelled by a set of Hidden Markov 
Models (HMMs). Each HMM only models the dynamics of one joint rather than the 
whole body. In this process, the time series data representing the trajectories of one joint 
is taken as input by a HMM. The outputs generated by a HMM are the probabilities 
which denote the likelihood that the time series data of the joint belong to the variant 
behaviours. Hence, the correlative relationship and dynamics between each joint are 
ignored in this project. Following this, this project is not fully successful in expressing 
the whole body motion. 
The work conducted by Maja and Amit [41] is also significant. In this approach, a 
framework to abstract movements at variant levels and representing their sequence 
towards learning new motor skill has been proposed. This framework, as stated by Maja, 
operates in the context of imitation; and is based on the notion that all observed 
movements are mapped to a set of primitives. The architecture of this approach (Figure 
2.8) is composed of three computational layers including the base primitives, the 
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movement specialisers and the sequence learners. In the learning process, the higher 
layers utilise the information produced by the lower layers. The lower layers observe the 
motion of the demonstrator, and send the parameters of the distinct motions to the 
movement specialisers. A clustering mechanism processes the parameters received and 
produces a series of motion patterns representing similar typical movements. Finally, a 
HMM is used to simulate the motion sequence. Through perception of the 
demonstrator’s behaviour, the imitator implements all the movements by motor 
programs which have been encoded by a series of visuo-motor primitives.  
 
Fig. 2.8 – A hierarchical model of skill learning [41] 
A similar imitation algorithm is reported by L. V. Kristof and C. Ozan [13]. A dual-axes 
accelerometer is attached to the human’s thigh to recognize the human movements such 
as walking, running, sitting and climbing etc. A hierarchical model is employed to 
represent the relationship among different motions. In the first stage, the sensor data is 
pre-processed as cues to extract the parameters of variant motions. Then Self-
Organization Map as a clustering method is employed to abstract similar motions as 
motion pattern. Finally, K Nearest Neighbour [42] method is applied to describe the 
context by activity and location, to decrease the signal noise ratio, and to supervise 
transition from one known context to another. Despite the distinct algorithms used in 
different sections, the clue is similar to the skill mimesis processing.  It extracts features 
of movements, constructs motion primitive patterns, and describes the whole body 
motion. HMM has also been employed in this work to show the relationship among 
these motion primitives. 
Similar approaches have been applied to extract manipulation skills from the human 
experience. In the work conducted by Geir et al [43] for the peg-in-hole insertion, one 
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and two edge-surface contact points between the peg and the hole are defined by 
discrete states. Transition between two states is defined by “event.”  A HMM is used to 
correlate all the motion elements and to generate a trajectory to perform the task. 
Although this approach provides some insight into task parameters, it still fails to 
handle situations not encountered in the training set.  
According to the examples stated above, there are two key issues to be considered in 
skill imitation. Given an insufficient or inaccurate training set, a sophisticated algorithm 
must be employed to identify variant human skill primitives. In these examples, 
clustering based on the supervised learning is an appropriate choice. In addition, a 
reliable architecture should be derived to describe the relationship among different skill 
primitives and relate these primitives to relevant tasks. For this purpose, a Hidden 
Markov Model has proved to be the most effective method. 
2.6 Summary 
The works reviewed in this chapter offer a variety of methods to model robot imitation 
of the human behavioural skills. A complete approach combines sensor fusion 
technology, machine learning algorithms, and error recovery strategies towards more 
effective models. 









Detection and measurement of the human locomotor and postural movements are the 
first steps in machine perception and imitating of those movements. This is achieved by 
mounting appropriate sensors on the critical parts of the body, where the characteristics 
of the motion are best represented. The sensors measure the kinematics parameters of 
the motion including position, velocity and acceleration. 
In this chapter, the experimental rig set up for capturing the necessary data in the study 
will be described. Initially an overview of the experimental rig and its architecture will 
be provided. This represents the hardware of the perception system. Then the type of 
sensors employed in the work will be introduced and their characteristics will be 
described. This will include the accelerometer and the gyroscope sensors. Finally, the 
experimental procedure  designed to acquire the kinematics parameters of the motion 
will be presented. 
3.2 The Architecture of the Perception System 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, sensor fusion is the integration of different sensory 
information to perform a more efficient and effective perception and control of the 
system under study. Chella et al. [44], have proposed two complementary approaches 
for sensor fusion including functional and behavioural approaches. In this work, 
functional approach is deployed. 
The experimental rig used to acquire the motion data consists of a data acquisition 
system and motion measurement sensors.  They are described in this section. 
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3.2.1 Data Acquisition System 
The data acquisition system is PMD-1208LS [45] manufactured by Measurement 
Computing Corporation. It is a USB 1.1 low-speed device that is designed for non-
critical data acquisition and control applications. Although, designed for USB 1.1 ports, 
it is proved to be fully compatible with both USB 1.1 and USB 2.0. The PMD-1208LS 
device is supported under Microsoft Windows 98SE/ME/2000 and XP. 
The PMD-1208LS features eight analogue inputs, two 10-bit analogue outputs, 16 
digital I/O ports and one 32-bit external event counter. The device is powered by the +5 
volt USB supply. No external power supply is required. 
Either eight 11-bit single-ended inputs, or four 12-bit differential inputs can be choosen 
as the analogue inputs to the data logger. The 16 discrete digital I/O lines are provided 
by an on-board industry standard 82C55 programmable peripheral interface chip. Each 
digital channel can be configured for either input or output. 
The schematic diagram of PMD-1208LS USB device is illustrated in Figure 3.1. All I/O 
connections are ended to screw terminals along each side of the device. 
 
Fig.3.1 – PMD1208LS [46] 
The primary sources of error in the PMD-1208LS are offset and gain which are 
illustrated in Figure 3.2. 




Fig.3.2 – Primary source of error in PMD1208LS [45] 
The non-linearity of PMD-1208LS is small and insignificant compared to errors 
produced by offset and gain. Therefore, the signal received from DAQ can be expressed 





≈   (3-1) 
In order to acquire the human motion information, the sensors are connected to the 
PMD 1208LS which in turn is connected to the USB port of the host computer. Data 
acquisition toolbox of MATLAB 7.0 is used for programming of the system and real 
time capture of data. After setting the proper channels and sampling interval for data 
acquisition, the motion data detected by the sensors are fed into the computer for further 
analysis. The details of the data acquisition toolbox can be found on the website 
provided by the manufacturer [47]. The program developed for data acquisition is 
illustrated by the flowchart shown in Figure 3.3, and details are provided in Appendix B. 
3.2.2 Accelerometer -- ADXL203EB 
The ADXL203 [48] is a high precision, low power, complete single and dual axis 
accelerometer with signal conditioned voltage outputs, all on a single monolithic IC. 
The sensor has the ability to measure both dynamic acceleration (e.g. vibration) and 
static acceleration (e.g. gravity) with a full-scale range of ±1.7 g. The functional block 
diagram of the accelerometer is shown as in Figure 3.4. By fine tuning the capacitors 
XC  and YC  at outX and outY  pins, the user can select the bandwidths of the 
accelerometer for a particular application. The range of bandwidth can vary between 0.5 
Hz to 2.5 kHz. The relationship between the capacitor characteristics and the bandwidth 
are shown in Table 3.1. 
Offset Error Gain Error 






Fig. 3.4 – ADXL203 functional block diagram [48] 
Table.3.1 – Filter Capacitor Selection, XC  and YC  [48] 







Create an input object: ai 
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Fig. 3.3 – The flowchart of programming of data acquisition 
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The ADXL203 is available in 8-pad hermetic LCC packages with the dimensions of 5 
mm × 5 mm ×2 mm. It has proved very popular in applications such as Vehicle 
Dynamic Control (VDC), electronic chassis control, navigation, alarms and motion 
detection. In this project, the accelerometer is used to measure the human hand motion. 
Selection of an appropriate bandwidth cancels out the tiny vibration of the human hand. 
For example, to set the bandwidth to 50 Hz, the two capacitors should be set to 0.1 Fµ . 
Based on the Equation 3-2, the typical noise of the ADXL203 will be 1.0 mg (milli-
acceleration of gravity).  
)6.1()/110( ××= BWHzgrmsNoise µ  [48]  (3-2) 
where, BW denotes the bandwidth of the accelerometer, and rmsNoise denotes the 
typical noise of ADXL203. 
The position and orientation of the sensor mounted on the hand are shown in Figure 3.5. 
As the human demonstrator moves his wrist, the accelerometer can detect the hand’s 
vibrations in multiple directions by combining the signals from the two axes as shown 
by arrows in Figure 3.5.  
 
Fig. 3.5 – The position and orientation of the ADXL203EB 
 
3.2.3 The Gyroscope – ADXRS300 
The ADXRS300 [49] is a complete angular rate gyroscope sensor. As illustrated in 
Figure 3.6, the output signal, RATEOUT (1B, 2A) of the sensor is a voltage 
proportional to the angular rate about the axis normal to the top surface of the package. 
Available in a 7 mm × 7 mm × 3 mm BGA chip-scale package, ADXRS300 can be 
Y axis 
X axis 
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set up to suit different applications. By providing a single external resistor, 
the scaling factor of the ADXRS300 can be adjusted. An external capacitor outC  is used 
to set the bandwidth of the sensor. 
 
Fig. 3.6 – ADXRS300 functional block diagram [49] 
The ADXRS300 is applied widely in a series of applications such as the vehicle chassis 
rollover  sensing, inertia measurement units and platform stabilization. In this project, 
the ADXRS300 is employed to detect the human arm’s position and motion. In order to 
cancel the influence of tiny motions of the human arm, the bandwidth of the 
ADXRS300 can be adjusted to remove the motions associated with high frequency. In 
this work, an evaluation board of ADXRS300 (ADXRS300EB) is used in which the 
bandwidth is set to 40 Hz by adding a nF20 external capacitor outC  to the gyroscope. 
The position and orientation of the gyroscope on the hand is illustrated in the Figure 3.7. 
When the human’s radius is affected by movements of both biceps and triceps, the 
angular rates of the human’s antebrachium can be detected by the sensor. Since the 
antebrachium can move in arbitrary directions, it is impossible to describe the full 
motion of the human’s antebrachium by one sensor. Therefore, it is essential to restrict 
the movements of the human arm in a rigid domain, so that the sensors are capable of 
fully describing the human arm’s motion. 




Fig.3.7 – The position and orientation of the ADXRS300EB 
3.3 The Perception System 
The overall perception system is illustrated in Figure 3.8. Since the accelerometer and 
gyroscope’s outputs are analogue, the pins of PMD1208LS selected in the project are 1, 
2, 4, 19 and 30. Pin 1 is connected to the RATEOUT of ADXRS300EB, while pin 2 and 
4 are connected to the dual outputs of accelerometer. The ADXL203EB is used to detect 
acceleration along two axes. Pin 19 is connected to the grounds of all the sensors, and 
the pin 30 is the power supply providing +5V. 
 
Fig. 3.8 – Appearance of the perception system 
The hand motion is detected according to the procedure illustrated in Figure 3.9. The 
data produced by the sensors during the motion of the hand are measured by the sensors 
and stored in the computer for the perception algorithm. 




Fig. 3.9 – Structure for detecting the human motions 
The bottom layer in Figure 3.9 can be regarded as the information collection layer for 
the motion perception, and stimulated action execution layer for the robot imitation. 
Since the output ports in PMD1208LS are assigned to pins 13 and 14, PMD1208LS can 
send the control signals derived from functions simulated by the perception algorithm to 
stimulate relevant actions. The top layer is structured as an intelligent algorithm in 
which the information from the lower layer is analyzed and relevant multi-dimensional 
features are derived as a series of motion primitives.  
3.4 Experimental Procedure 
The aim of the project is to explore how a humanoid robot can learn human motor 
behaviour by observing the movements. This is achieved by identifying different human 
motions based on a series of motion primitives. Accordingly, the project can be divided 
into three stages. At first, on the basis of the training data recorded by the perception 
system, the human motion patterns are identified and validated. Then, based on the 
motion patterns, a new motion primitive is added to examine the flexibility and 
robustness of the approach. Finally, the motion elements are reorganized by relevant 
algorithms to identify and recognise the human motion based on sensory data. 
3.4.1 Construction of Motion Patterns 
In this part, the human motion recorded by sensors is segmented into different motion 
primitives. Then, a classification method is developed to derive relevant functions to 
simulate the relationship between the features of the human motion and motion 
primitives. In this project, six motions performed by the human hand are considered as 
the motion primitives. They include: 
• Waving the antebrachium in the vertical plane at a frequency less than 3Hz. 
Rough motion 
data 
Top layers: Analyse the information to 
recognise different movements. 
Bottom layers: Collect motion information 
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• Waving the antebrachium in the horizontal plane at a frequency less than 3Hz. 
• Waggling the wrist in the vertical plane with the palm downward. 
• Waggling the wrist in the horizontal plane with the palm downward. 
• Waggling the wrist in the vertical plane with the palm sideward. 
• Waggling the wrist in the horizontal plane with the palm sideward. 
Based on the identified patterns a perception algorithm is developed. The validity of the 
algorithm is examined by applying it to a sequence of pre-labelled movements and 
calculating the recognition rate. Details are referred to in Chapter 5. 
3.4.2 Addition of a New Motion Primitive 
In order to describe the human hand motion more accurately, in this part, a new motion 
primitive known as rotation of the human wrist is added to the identified patterns. By 
introducing the new set of data, the plasticity of the learning method can be examined.  
After recording the new motion primitive based on the previous patterns, a new motion 
detection system which has the ability to recognize seven different motion primitives 
instead of six motion primitives is constructed. Therefore, the validity of the new 
algorithm is further examined. Details are referred to in Chapter 6. 
3.4.3 Motion Synthesis 
Synthesis of the motion primitives identified in the cluster analysis is the next stage in 
this work. An appropriate approach is developed to organize the motion primitives as a 
complete set of skills.  
In the experimental work, the demonstrator performs a combination of motion 
primitives such as waving and vibrating the hand in a particular order. The skill 
synthesis algorithm is applied to extract relevant skill patterns to represent the motion 
sequence. Details are referred to in Chapter 7. 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the experimental platform designed to record and eventually identify 
different types of motion primitives performed by the human has been introduced. The 
architecture of the system was initially described. Two sensors deployed in the 
experimental platform including an accelerometer ADXL203EB and a gyroscope 
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ADXRS300EB were deployed to capture the characteristics of the motions. The signals 
produced by the sensors are received by a data acquisition device, PMD1208LS, 
connected to a host computer. The application programs are written as MATLAB7.0 m-
files in the host computer. 
 









Study of the robotic imitation of the human psychomotor movement has become a 
popular area of research. Typically, a particular skill of the human operator is 
represented by a series of motion primitives [1]. In spite of the progress made, the 
approach still faces a great deal of unresolved challenges. It is difficult to break up a 
particular skill into different motion primitives, as the boundary between different 
primitives is blurry and hard to identify. It is also impossible to identify the primitives 
associated with all the postural and locomotor movements performed by an individual to 
carry out the day to day tasks.   
In addition, if the scope of the project is extended to include the human manipulative 
motion, it is generally difficult to determine the object manipulated and the time of 
manipulation [18]. Moreover, selecting a method which can successfully describe each 
motion primitive and to explore the relationship among them is not easy. In this work, a 
fuzzy clustering approach is developed for clustering and pattern recognition of the 
human motion. The design and structure of this method is described in this chapter. 
The chapter is structured as follows. Initially, the concept of prototype-based fuzzy 
clustering approach is introduced. Then, the key obstacles in construction of the motion 
primitive patterns using the fuzzy clustering method are identified. Finally, the novel 
method developed in this work for identification of the motion primitive patterns is 
described and its advantages are highlighted. 
4.2 Overview of Prototype-based Fuzzy Clustering 
The prototype-based fuzzy clustering methods are widely used in pattern recognition. 
They include methods such as Fuzzy-C-Mean algorithm (FCM) [50], Gustafson-Kessel 
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algorithm (G-K) [29], Adaptive Fuzzy Clustering algorithm (AFC)  [51] and 
Expectation Maximization algorithm (EM) [52].  
The FCM algorithm is an unsupervised learning algorithm, and the shape of the clusters 
identified by this algorithm is not related to the characteristics of the data distribution in 
different groups as decided by different requirements. FCM exhibits corresponding 
characteristics. For  example, it can extract more useful features from source data for 
categorizing. In applications where the characteristic of the patterns change slowly with 
time, an unsupervised classifier can produce better performance [53]. In clustering a 
large amount of unlabeled data into a series of clusters using the Euclidean distance, the 
multidimensional samples can be represented by relevant clusters named symbols. 
Hence, it is convenient to approximately describe the sequence of these continuous 
multidimensional samples, i.e. using finite one-dimensional states to describe infinite 
multi-dimensional states. 
While FCM is flexible and powerful, it also has some weaknesses. It performs well 
when the data set contains well separated clusters or when clusters are of roughly the 
same size and shape [54]. Furthermore, the clustering performed by FCM is only based 
on Euclidean distance rather than the system characteristics. In order to overcome such 
drawbacks, the G-K algorithm is developed which generates fuzzy logic functions 
approximately describing a non-linear system. 
In order to highlight the major  differences between the FCM and G-K algorithms, a 
study of their  mathematical structure is carried out. Prototype-based fuzzy clustering 
algorithm operates by minimising an objective function of the type 
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= =
=∑∑    (4-1) 
Where 1 2( )cB β β β= , ,...,  is a c-tuple of prototypes, U = { iju } is the fuzzy partition 
matrix with iju denoting the membership value of feature point jx  in cluster i, 
}1)({ 1 nixxxX di 
 ===  is the set of d-dimensional feature vectors, 
2 ( , )j id x β  is the distance between the feature point jx  and the prototype iβ , c is the 
number of clusters, and n is the number of feature vectors. The membership iju  must 
satisfy the following conditions [55] 
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∑ =1, for all j. 
The key factor in equation (4-1) is the definition of distance 2 ( , )j id x β . The FCM uses 
cluster centres im  and inner-product norm-induced metric as the distance measure 
defined by: 
22 ( , ) ( ) ( )Tj i j i j i j iAd x x m x m A x mβ = − = − −   (4-2) 
The norm matrix A is a positive definite symmetric matrix. Normally, the FCM 
algorithm takes A as the identity matrix I. Hence, the distance measure can be regarded 
as a Euclidean distance. This implies that FCM algorithm attempts to assign all the 
similar points in a hypersphere to one cluster. A majority of systems, however, do not 
conform to this rule. In general, clusters of similar points in a system may have different 
shapes, sizes, positions and orientations. In order to overcome this constraint in the G-K 
algorithm, the covariance matrix of the cluster which defines the relationship among all 
the points in the multidimensional space, is used as the symmetric matrix A. 
Accordingly, the distance measure 2 ( , )j id x β can be defined as 
2 ( , ) ( ) ( )Tj i j i i j id x m x m A x m= − −     (4-3) 
Where the symmetric matrix iA  = 
1
1det( )ni iF F
−       (4-4) 
represents the correlation among all the points in cluster i. The cluster covariance matrix 
iF  is estimated by 
1
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    (4-5) 
the G-K algorithm operates as an iteration between the covariance matrix iF  and  
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    (4-6) 
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until iju  changes only within an acceptable range based on the output values defined by 
ε<− − )1()( ll UU  where ε  is a threshold value defined to terminate the iteration. In (4-
6), α  is a constant whose default value is 101 10−× [54]. The covariance matrix iF  of 
cluster i denotes the relationship between the shape, size, position and orientation of a 
cluster and a series of similar outputs. Hence, it can be concluded that jx  in (4-5) 
includes both the model inputs and outputs. In the context of regression and system 
modelling, the model input x is called the regression vector or simply the regressor, 
while the output y is called the regressand. Then the input jx  in (4-5) can be 
represented by Z= ( ) jTyx . 
On the basis of the G-K algorithm, the input-output pairs can be represented by a series 
of clusters described by several hyper-ellipsoids obtained from the eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues of iF . According to these ellipsoids, the system can approximately predict 
the outputs based on the inputs. In the work conducted by Babuska and Verbruggen [21], 
the Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Models are derived from the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of 
iF . Using this model, a prediction model based on the continuous input and output pairs 
is constructed. The approach has been successfully applied to a pH Neutralization task. 
If the output of nonlinear system is not continuous but discrete, the performance of the 
G-K algorithm may be poor. The operation of the G-K algorithm is illustrated in Figure 
4.1. 
 
Fig. 4.1 – The iteration of G-K algorithm 
Compute the cluster covariance 
matrices by equation (4-5) and 
compute the Mahalanobis 
Distance[8] (MD) by equation (4-3) 

























The fuzzy partition matrix by 
equation (4-6) 
Old fuzzy partition matrix 
ε<− − )1()( ll UU ? 
No 
Update the fuzzy partition matrix 
Yes 
Results 
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When ε  is set to a small value, the final results of the fuzzy partition matrix will reach 
an asymptotic value which is influenced by the discrete output of the system. In other 
words, the final result of the fuzzy membership values are decided by the discrete 
output values rather than the distribution of the input data. Such distribution is 
illustrated in Figure 4.2 by two features of dataset X.  
 
 










YYXZ T  , following the procedure illustrated in Figure 
4.1, the changes of the membership values for different lengths of iterations are 
displayed in Figure 4.3, where the x axis denotes the data sequence (K) and y axis 




Fig. 4.2 – Distribution of two features of a data set represented by circle and asterisk 
Iteration Time = 15 Iteration Time = 50 Iteration Time = 100 
Fig 4.3 – The changes of fuzzy membership values for different iterations 
µ µ µ 
K K K 
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As illustrated in this figure, after 50 iterations by the G-K algorithm, the membership 
values for the data converge to 1 or 0. Based on the Equation 4-6, it indicates that all of 
the data plotted in Figure 4.2 should converge to two points which are the mean vectors 
of the two types of the motion vectors. However, as illustrated in Figure 4.2, this 
conclusion is not correct. Following this, the G-K algorithm cannot derive the degree of 
likelihood of each data belonging to different groups. Hence, this approach fails to 
predict the discrete output. In this work, the human motion primitives are represented by 
a series of discrete values. Hence, it is important to derive a reliable function which can 
describe the relationship between continuous inputs and discrete outputs. 
4.3 The Key Problems 
4.3.1 Recognition Rate and Clustering Function’s Complexity 
By mounting a dual-axes accelerometer on human hip, two different but similar human 
motions including walking and running are recorded and displayed in a 2-dimensional 
diagram of Figure 4.4 by ‘*’ and ‘o’ symbols, respectively.  
 
Fig 4.4 – Human motions denoted by the 2-Dimensional feature vectors 
According to FCM algorithm, the two motion primitives can be clustered in the simplest 
form as shown in Figure 4.5. 





As observed in the diagram, some points are incorrectly classified in this process. The 
error in the classification can be reduced by using a larger number of ellipsoids to 
describe the motion data as displayed in Figure 4.6. 
 
 
Fig. 4.5 – The simplest clusters 
 
Fig. 4.6 – More accurate classification 
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In general, the accuracy of the clustering can be enhanced by an increase in the number 
of clusters. At the same time, this will increase the complexity of the clustering 
algorithm  and functions. For a specific application, a compromise should be reached 
between the accuracy of the clustering and the complexity of the clustering function. 
Based on (4-2)-(4-6), and the definition of inputs, it can be concluded that the results of 
prototype-based fuzzy clustering are closely dependent on both the distribution of the 
motion data and the system characteristics. Considering input Z= ( ) jTyx , the motion 
data distribution can be changed by adjusting the symbol values ‘y’, without affecting 
the original recorded motion data. This will in turn improve the results of fuzzy 
clustering. 
The accuracy of the clustering can be measured by comparing the clustering results for a 
tagged training data set. A measurement of the desired function complexity is not 
however that simple. This problem can be solved by analyzing the fitness of Feed-
Forward Neural Network (FFNN) to a particular task. 
4.3.2 Feed-Forward Neural Network 
The Feed-Forward Neural Network is composed of a hierarchy of processing nodes, 
organized in a series of two or more mutually exclusive sets or layers of neurons. The 
first layer is the input layer which serves as a holding site for the inputs. The output 
layer is the point at which the overall mapping of the network input is available. 
Between the two extremes lies one or more layers called hidden layers. Links, or 
weights, connect each node in one layer to the nodes in the next higher layer [56]. 






































   (4-7) 
Where Lio represents the output of unit i in layer L, ji  denotes the input of unit j, 
LnLm
ikw
→ denotes the weight value from unit k in layer Lm to unit i in layer Ln, and sigkf  
denotes the sigmoid activation function of unit k. There are three layers in (4-7) 
including the input, hidden, and output layers denoted as L1, L2, and L3 respectively. 
According to this relationship, FFNN is formed through the superposition and 
composition of nonlinear functions. There is currently no formal approach available to 
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define the number of hidden layers and units of the hidden layers for efficient mapping 
between inputs and outputs. In practice, the network modifies the weights attached to 











p ieiotw )()( εε =−=∆     (4-8) 
Where ε   is an adjustment or scaling parameter called learning rate, pjt  is the desired 




j ote −=  is the error of 
the thj  output unit. According to the errors produced in the output layer of FFNN, the 
weights of the neural networks are modified continuously until the error reaches an 
asymptotic value. 
Cybenko [57] has shown that with no constraints on the size of the hidden layer and the 
magnitude of the weights, a FFNN with only one hidden layer and a family of well-
known activation functions is capable of approximating continuous functions with 
arbitrary precision. Hence, FFNN can be regarded as a universal approximator [56], if: 
(a) The desired function is approximated over a finite domain. 
(b) The desired function is defined and continuous over the domain. 
(c) The number of hidden units is unlimited. 
(d) The size of weights is unbounded. 
(e) The desired function is approximated with some arbitrary small but nonzero 
error. 
Furthermore, according to the constraints stated above, the following conclusions have 
been drawn for FFNNs: 
• Networks with a single hidden layer are capable of approximating the class of 
“useful” functions. 
• Lack of success in applications can be attributed to 
o Incorrect training 
o Inappropriate architecture 
o Lack of a functional relationship between the input and output. 
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In the context of this work, the main question asked is whether the distribution of 
different motion feature vectors can be so haphazard that no ‘useful’ function can 
describe them. Consequently, FFNN fails to approximate the mapping between the 
input and desired discrete output, and its error will eventually reach a relatively high 
value. 
In order to answer this question, it is important to explore the Bayes errors in which 
multidimensional samples are classified by a Bayes classification algorithm. Given the 
statistical distribution of data belonging to variant classes, the Bayes error is a parameter 
which estimates how well the classification approach can separate these data. Since the 
Bayes classification approach is based on statistical measure of data (mean, variance), 
the resulting boundaries for classification of different data look more ‘natural’ and 
smooth (Figure 4.7) compared with the boundaries depicted by clusters as shown in 




When y in Z= ( ) jTyx   is changed in clustering process, the boundaries between the 
clusters also change, and the Bayes errors describe how smooth the classification results 
is as produced by the clustering algorithm. In other words, the Bayes errors can examine 
the complexity of the functions which classify data into different groups. According to 
Fig.4.7 – Bayes classification result compared with real boundaries 
( The continuous solid line denotes clusters boundaries while the broken line denotes the 
Bayes classification results) 
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Richard et al.’s work on Multilayer Neural Networks [58], the training error of FFNN 
ultimately reaches an asymptotic value which depends upon the Bayes error, the size of 
the training data, and the number of weights (expression power) in the network. If the 
Bayes error is high and the number of weights is low, the asymptotic value is likely to 
be high.  
Hence, when the FFNN is implemented to simulate the boundaries produced by those 
clusters, it is reasonable to use the training error of FFNN to estimate the smoothness of 
the simulation function. This can be achieved by defining a valid parameter representing 
all the training errors of FFNN. Generally, the Mean Square Error (MSE) of FFNN as 
defined in Equation 4-10 can be used for this purpose. The difference between the target 
















mse     (4-10) [59] 
where Q is the amount of the data, while )()()( kaktke −= is the difference between the 
target output and the network output for data k. 
When FFNN is used to evaluate the complexity of the desired function, the features of 
each data set could be treated as inputs while the membership values of each data set 
belonging to a group are considered as outputs. According to the discussion of Section 
4.3, since the membership values of each data set belonging to each group can be 
adjusted by changing the values of the target output which denotes variant classes 
respectively, the method must have the ability to alter the value of MSE of FFNN and 
keep it below a threshold. 
In summary, a compromise between the complexity of the clustering functions and the 
accuracy  of the recognition rate should be reached. This will be further discussed in 
Section 4.4. 
4.3.3 Covariance Matrix iF  
The patterns represented by the hyperellipsoids should be in sensitive to inaccurate 
training data. It will be shown in this section that such requirement can be achieved by 
the inclusion of the membership values of different clusters in the covariance matrix iF . 
The motion data of human walking and running obtained from the accelerometers 
mounted on the hip are illustrated in Figure 4.8 with respect to features extracted from 
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them. According to Masudur’s eigenspace (ES) algorithm [26], different motion 
primitives can be represented by ellipsoids produced from the covariance matrices of 
the features derived from the motion data, as illustrated in Figure 4.8.  
     
 
However, since the motion data features are derived from the accelerometer, the 
numerical magnitude of the data representing a human running should be larger than the 
human walking. Hence, the data representing a human walking and encircled by the 
broken line seemed not to be reliable for further study. Due to this, it is preferable that 
the samples representing a human walking enclosed by the ellipsoid are not to be 
utilized. 
In order to solve this problem, it is necessary to take the correlation between different 
classes into account. In the fuzzy clustering method, each motion data feature with a 
series of membership values corresponding to different features, it is supposed that, by 
introducing the membership values to calculate the covariance matrix, the correlation 
between different classes will be taken into account. 
In this background, it can be concluded that fuzzy clustering method can produce a 
better result. Using the same training data, the templates produced by fuzzy clustering 
The template of running 
The template of walking 
Fig. 4.8 – Templates of human behaviors derived from ES 
Unreliable 
training data 
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method is illustrated in Figure 4.9. Comparing with the templates shown in Figure 4.8, 
the templates look more ‘natural’ and closer to the human general knowledge. 
 
According to the principles of fuzzy clustering, initial partition of FCM can affect the 
clustering outcome [60]. Hence, a suitable method should be applied to set the initial 
partition, and to make the boundaries between different clusters more natural. 
4.4 Evaluation of the Algorithm 
In order to evaluate the performance of the developed pattern construction approach and 
highlight its important characteristics, it is applied to the human walking and running 
motions. Both motions are traced by an accelerometer attached on the human hip. The 
features derived from the motion data was displayed in Figure 4.2. A successful fuzzy 
model for recognizing these motions is constructed through the sequential steps of 
feature extraction and normalizations, iteration between fuzzy clustering and FFNN, and 
finally estimation of the covariance matrix iF .  
4.4.1 Feature extraction 
In order to represent the properties of a particular set of data, certain features are derived 
from it. In this application, the properties of the human movements are examined by 
studying the covariance and mean of the motion sequence in a window of a given size.  
Fig.  4.9 – Fuzzy clustering results of human behaviors 
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Since the measurement scales of the two features are different, a normalization process 
is applied. This will ensure that the feature with larger measurement scale does not 
dominate the clustering process. The relationship 4-11, normalizes both features to a 
value between 0 and 1: 
)max( f
f
f jj =  j=1…N.     (4-11),  
where, jf  is the feature vectors of data j. 
4.4.2 Iteration between Fuzzy Clustering and FFNN 




Different stages of this process are follows: 
1)   Initialization of Fuzzy Clustering 











== .      (4-12) 
where, vector ][ 21 jMjjj fffF =      (4-13) 
FFNN(Feed-Forward  
Neural Network) 
Training data set 
][ 21 jMjjj fffF =
 


















][ 21 Bjjjij bbbyC ×=  
Fig.4.10 – Estimation process for extended dimensional values 
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represents the thj  data feature with M dimensions, and the vector 
][ 21 Bjjjij bbbyC ×=       (4-14) 
represents the thj  output vector according to the input feature jF  which is labelled by 
the thi  feature, and the number of dimensions of ijC  is decided by the number of 
clusters according to the  binary encoding method. Since there are only two types of 
motions in this example, and the number of clusters is set to 2. Hence, it is easier to use 
‘1’ to represent one type of motion, and use ‘0’  to represent another. Hence, the 
dimension of ijC  is set to 1. Following this, the value of ijC  for a human running and 















,    (4-15) 
At this stage, the value of y is set to 1. Hence, the original two-dimensional domain is 


























Fig. 4.11 – Three dimensional representation of the motion primitives 
By applying Fuzzy-C-Mean (FCM) algorithm which classifies the data into predefined 
number of groups according to Euclidean distance, the final result of fuzzy clustering is 
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a sequence of data with two elements which represent the human walking and running 






















































     (4-16). 
Here, ‘w’ represents the walking data while ‘r’ represents the running data, iju  
represents the fuzzy membership value of vector j belonging to group i, and 
N= rW NN + . 
2)  Relationship between the Inputs and Outputs of FCM 
Based on the input-output pairs of FCM, the FFNN is applied to examine whether there 
is a close functional relationship between the inputs and outputs. In this example, the 
MSE of FFNN is calculated by setting the input of FFNN as the original two 
dimensional data and the output as the results produced by FCM. Since there are no 
guidelines on the number of the nodes in the hidden layer [61], based on the 
performance of the experiment, the number of nods in the hidden layer of FFNN is set 
to 10. According to the MSE (Mean of Square Error) generated by the FFNN, because 
there is no big differences of MSE after 40 epochs, the number of epoch is set to 40. 
After training, the MSE is around 0.006, indicating the lack of a functional relationship 
between the input and the output. This can be illustrated by mapping the fuzzy 
clustering results onto the original 2D space of Figure 4.12. It is obvious from this 
diagram that finding a function to successfully divide the data associated with the 
motion primitives into two groups is quite challenging. 
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Fig. 4.12 – Clustering results 
3)  Enhancing the Clustering Process 
The value of y,  which represents the difference between the running and walking, is 
decreased  in steps of 0.2 from 1 to 0 in the clustering algorithm, and the results are 
displayed in Figure 4.13. Although a simple function can be used to cluster two motion 
primitives when y is set to 0, the recognition rate of this pattern is not good. Therefore, a 
balance between the recognition rate and the complexity of simulation function should 
be found. Variation of the FFNN MSE and recognition rate against y obtained in this 










=       (4-17) 
Where, )( iPR  is the recognition rate of motion primitive i, iP  denotes the fuzzy 
clustering results based on the fuzzy membership values iu  for motion primitive i, and 
iP  is the data previously labelled by the motion primitive i. 
Based on the discussions of Section 4.3.2, it can be concluded that the larger the value 
of MSE, the more complicated will be the classification function. Moreover, since the 
value of y is directly proportional to the value of MSE and )( iPR , an objective function: 







weightyf RecognitionRate(y)  (4-18) 
can be defined to find an optimal value of y for a maximum value of )(yf . Here, 
1weight + 2weight =1. 
The weights of equation 4-18 are determined empirically according to the requirements 
of a particular task and through trial and error. If a task requires high recognition 
accuracy, the value of 2weight  should be increased slightly, while the value of 1weight  
must be decreased. A motion pattern with simple classification function needs the value 
of 2weight  smaller than 1weight . In this example, 1weight  is set to 0.75 and 2weight  
to 0.25.  
 
Fig. 4.13 – Clustering results for different values of ‘Y’ 
 







Therefore, for ‘y’ set to 0.37, equation 4.17 reaches its maximum value. Moreover, 
Figure 4.13 shows that when y is set to less than 3.6, the recognition rate decreases 
sharply, while when it is set to more than 0.4, there is a serious fluctuation of MSE with 
high amplitudes. Hence, ‘y’ is set to 0.37 in the fuzzy clustering process.  
4.4.3 Computation of iF  
Based on the optimal value of y, the final membership values for each motion data and 
the centroid of each cluster are calculated by applying the FCM algorithm. Using 
equation (4-4), the covariance matrix iF  can be estimated. In this example, the 






















Using the centroid im  of each cluster, the patterns for recognizing the human walking 
and running behaviours can be constructed. 
4.5 Advantages of the Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm 
Since the process of extracting the final clusters is a time consuming process, the 
patterns produced in FCM are simple and better than when covariance matrices are 
derived directly from the distribution data as discussed in Section 4.3.3. In this work, 
the FCM should quickly result in the recognition of different human locomotor and 
 (a) MSE (b) Recognition Rate 
Fig. 4.14 – MSE of FFNN and recognition accuracy against Y 
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postural movements. Hence, the goal should be to derive a set of simple clustering 
functions. 
The classification method proposed in this work produces a series of new frames in the 
universal project domain. By simply mapping the data onto these new frames, the 
distance from each motion data to the centroids of these frames is calculated. Each set 
of motion data can be successfully separated into a series of motion primitives by 
selecting a frame whose centre is the closest to the motion data. The classification 
process is based on the Nearest Neighbour algorithm in the Eigenspace universe.  
Another advantage of the new classification algorithm is that, when a set of new 
samples is added to the universal project domain, it is not necessary to rebuild the 
patterns. Compared to FFNN, without retraining the recognition system, this method is 
much more efficient in satisfying multiple requirements for a project. When more 
motion primitives are required to enhance the motion recognition algorithm, they can be 
easily added as explained in Chapter 6. 
4.6 Summary 
A method for grouping the human motion into several primitives was described in this 
chapter. In order to define different motion primitives by constructing relevant patterns, 
all the motion feature vectors are recorded and represented by a series of symbols in a 
multiple dimensional space. A series of pattern recognition algorithms have been 
developed to calculate the membership values of each data point to the available motion 
primitives. By adding extra dimensions ijC  to each motion vector, the motion primitives 
can be encoded. The values of the extra dimensions could be decided by studying both 
the recognition accuracy and the MSE of FFNN. The values of the extra dimensions are 
then imported into the Fuzzy-C-Mean method and the membership values of each 
motion point are derived. 










It was shown in Chapter 4 that the human wrist motion patterns can be identified by 
fuzzy clustering approach. As described in Chapter 3, the human wrist movements have 
been divided into six different motion primitives. The fuzzy clustering algorithm defines 
the relationship between the motion feature vectors and motion primitives. In this 
chapter, different stages of the fuzzy clustering algorithm as applied in this work on the 
sensory data obtained in the experimental rig will be described. The chapter consists of 
three main sections. In the first part, the approach deployed to extract the features of the 
human motion is presented. Then, the fuzzy clustering approach applied to derive the 
relevant motion primitives is described. In the final section, the error correction methods 
are introduced, and the fuzzy clustering approach is validated. 
5.2 Feature Extraction 
In order to fully describe the human wrist motion, it is important to predefine 
appropriately a series of motion primitives.  In this project, based on the characteristics 
of the sensors – the accelerometer and gyroscope, the motion of the human’s forearm 
should also be taken into account. The movement of this part may seriously influence 
the data recorded by the sensors attached to the human wrist. Overall, six different 
motion primitives can be defined: 
• Waving the antebrachium in the vertical plane at a frequency less than 3Hz. 
• Waving the antebrachium in the horizontal plane at a frequency less than 3Hz. 
• Waggling the wrist in the vertical plane with the palm downward. 
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• Waggling the wrist in the horizontal plane with the palm downward. 
• Waggling the wrist in the vertical plane with the palm sideward. 
• Waggling the wrist in the horizontal plane with the palm sideward. 
The average frequency of the wrist movement for all cases is around 5 Hz. 
As mentioned before, the human wrist motion is measured by the experimental rig as a 
series of vectors with three elements: 
(a) The data is directly proportional to the angular rate of the human antebrachium 
denoted as G.  
(b) The data is related to the acceleration about the axis normal to the human palm 
denoted as Xa. 
(c) The data is related to the acceleration along virtual invisible pole held by the 
human hand denoted as Ya. 
A typical set of data acquired from the experimental rig is shown in Figure 5.1. 
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In this diagram, the first 80 seconds represent the two human antebrachium’s motion 
primitives, while the rest represent the other four primitives. As obvious from the 
diagram, it is quite difficult to distinguish different motion primitives by visual 
inspection. Hence, a feature extraction method should be employed. 
The motion features are extracted by various mathematical methods in two steps.  
Initially, a sliding window enclosing a specific number of data points is selected. In the 
second step, the characteristics of the short term motion data such as mean, covariance, 
and integral of the data in the sliding window are calculated.  These two steps are 
illustrated in Figure 5.2 and the typical features obtained from the motion data are 
displayed in Figure 5.3.  
 
 
Fig.5.2 –Motion feature extraction 
 
As seen in Figure 5.3, the first feature on its own has the ability to distinguish the 
movement of the ante-brachium from the movement of the wrist, since the data 
representing the movements of ante-brachium are much larger than the data 
representing the movements of the human wrist. When the fifth feature is applied, the 
two types of forearm’s movements can be also differentiated, as the differences between 
nn XXXXXXXXXX  791211208180414021 −  
The original motion sequence 
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the two forearm’s movements are obvious among the features. Therefore, only using the 
two dimensions of features, the human forearm’s movements can be identified and 
separated from the other four human wrist movements. At the next stage, all of the 
dimensions of human motion features will be analyzed, and the optimal dimensions of 
these features will be selected to conduct the fuzzy clustering process for identifying the 
four human wrist motion primitives. 
 
Fig. 5.3 –Human motion features 
In the next section, the procedure of the fuzzy clustering approach will be described. 
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5.3 Application of Fuzzy Clustering to Wrist Motion 
The fuzzy clustering algorithm is applied to the features which are displayed as the last 
four motion primitives shown in Figure.5.3. It derives the functional relationship 
between the features of the human motion and the motion primitives. The process is 
initiated by selecting and normalising the  appropriate features. The complete motion 
patterns are then constructed by applying FCM (Fuzzy-C-Mean) and FFNN (Feed-
Forward Neural Network).  
5.3.1 Feature Selection and Normalisation 
As described in Figure 5.3, the characteristics of the human motion can be described by 
6 features extracted from the sensory data. Deployment of all features in every motion 
detection and reconstruction can be quite onerous. Although the motion patterns 
constructed based on fewer features may have lower precision than the complete set of 
features, the pattern recognition process will be faster. Furthermore, because of the 
dimension curse [61] of the clustering process, it is preferable to decrease the dimension 
of the human motion feature vectors so as to avoid the negative influence from the 
irrelevant inputs. Therefore, the significant features of the human motion for each 
application must be identified first. 
The feature selection is carried out based on two principals: 
• The degree of variation of the feature due to changes in the human motion 
primitive should be significant. 
• The selected features should accurately represent the characteristics of the 
human motion. 
Through a search method [62] based on recognition rate, a subset of features producing 
the best result is chosen from analyzing the recognition rates of a subset of training data 
on all of the possible and reliable subsets of features in Table 5.1. The best result is the 
maximum value of the sum of the four motion primitives’ recognition rates. In this table, 
it is obvious that the subset encompassing Feature 2, Feature 3, Feature 4 and Feature5 
is the best choice for deployment in the fuzzy clustering process, because the 
recognition rates are much better than the others. 
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Since the measurement scales of the sensors may be extremely different, it is necessary 
to normalise the selected features by suitable functions. This is achieved by using 
Equation 4-11. 
 
The possible feature 
subsets 
Recognition Rate of different motion primitives 
Primitive 3 Primitive 4 Primitive 5 Primitive 6 
The full set of features 74.12% 90.70% 67.09% 61.56% 
 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 77.39% 90.45% 66.83% 62.56% 
F1 F3 F4 F5 F6 82.16% 74.87% 32.91% 76.13% 
F1 F2 F4 F5 F6 62.81% 92.46% 75.63% 54.02% 
F1 F2 F3 F5 F6 74.12% 69.85% 46.48% 58.79% 
F1 F2 F3 F4 F6  43.72% 80.65% 63.75% 45.23% 







F3 F4 F5 F6 84.17% 69.85% 32.16% 76.13% 
F2 F4 F5 F6 63.07% 91.71% 75.63% 54.52% 
F1 F4 F5 F6 43.22% 89.20% 68.34% 69.35% 
F2 F3 F5 F6 74.37% 69.10% 46.73% 60.05% 
F1 F3 F5 F6 81.66% 62.31% 22.61% 74.12% 
F1 F2 F5 F6 63.57% 71.11% 59.05% 52.76% 
F2 F3 F4 F6 51.01% 79.65% 64.32% 38.44% 
F1 F3 F4 F6 58.54% 70.85% 32.66% 53.27% 
F1 F2 F4 F6 37.69% 90.70% 74.37% 39.70% 
F1 F2 F3 F6 29.15% 62.56% 42.96% 43.72% 
F2 F3 F4 F5  89.45% 88.69% 66.83% 62.06% 
F1 F3 F4 F5  86.93% 69.85% 32.16% 76.38% 
F1 F2 F4 F5  64.57% 92.21% 75.38% 54.37% 
F1 F2 F3 F5  77.89% 69.10% 47.24% 58.79% 




5.3.2 Fuzzy Clustering Process 
T
he subsets w
ith 5 features 
T
he subsets w
ith 4 features 
Table 5.1 –Evaluation Results of Feature Subsets 
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Based on the normalisation results, the human motion is represented by a series of four-
element vectors which can be described as a series of four dimensional points displayed 
in the study domain. Each point can be denoted by 
[ ]Tjjjjj ffffF 4321= (j=1…N). where, 1jf represents the Covariance of Xa,  
2jf represents the Covariance of Ya, 3jf represents the Mean of Xa and 4jf represents 
the Mean of Ya. According to Equation 4-14, the output of the four motion primitives 
can be defined by [ ]21 bbyCi ×=  (i=3,4,5,6). Following this, based on Equation 4-12, 
the vectors for fuzzy clustering can be described by 
[ ]Tjjjjj bybyffffZ 214321 ××=      (5-2) 
After encoding the motion primitives by binary code, the values of 1b  and 2b  are 
defined in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 –Initialization of the Primitives’ Values 
 1b  1b  
Primitive 3 0 0 
Primitive 4 0 1 
Primitive 5 1 0 
Primitive 6 1 1 
 
In the fuzzy clustering algorithm,  { }ijuU =  represent the membership values of motion 
feature vector j belonging to cluster i, and { }imM =   is a set representing the centroids 
of all the clusters. 





1) Initialization of Fuzzy Clustering 
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Based on the inputs of the fuzzy clustering as a sequence of vectors jF , the first fuzzy 
clustering process provides the natural distribution of variant motion primitives. This 
step can be illustrated by the following mathematical relationship: 
[ ] { }.}1{ 4321 ij
ClusteringFuzzy
jjjjj uUNjffffFF =⇒===   
Here, { }ijuU =  is the fuzzy clustering result based on a sequence of vectors jF . The 










2) Enhancing the Clustering process 
According to Figure 4.10, FCM and FFNN are performed for different values of y: 
for k=1 : 1 : 100 
ky ×−= 01.01 ; 
{ } ;{1]][4974.0[ 214321 M






























Analyse kR and kMSE (k=1…100); 
Select the optimal value of ‘y’. 
 
On the basis of the clustering process, a series of values of Normalized MSE and 
Recognition Rates can be calculated as shown in Figure.5.4. According to the 
discussion in Section 4.3.2, since the higher the value of MSE is, the more complex the 
classification function will be, it is recommended to set an optimal value of y so as to 
make the MSE lower and the recognition rate higher. In order to find this value, the 
FCM 
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Equation 4-18 is introduced, and the weights of Equation 4-18 are determined as 0.75 
and 0.25 empirically according to the requirement of this task. By introducing the value 





yf ×+×= , it can be calculated that 
))((max)974.4( yff = . Hence, the optimal value of ‘y’ is determined as 4.974. 
 
Fig.5.4 – Normalized MSE and recognition rate 
 
3) Fuzzy Clustering 
According to Equation 4-12, by setting ‘y’ to 0.4974 and performing the following 
mathematical manipulation, the final membership values for different motion primitives 
can be derived by: 
{ } ;{1]][4974.0[ 214321 M
UNjbbffffZZ jjjjj ⇒=×== 

    (5-3) 
The membership values for each motion cluster (motion primitive) are displayed in 
Figure 5.5, where the higher the membership value of one motion primitive is, the more 
likely the motion data belongs to this motion primitive. As illustrated in Figure 5.5 (a), 
from 0 to 420 of the motion data, the membership values are higher in the motion 
primitive 3, so the motion data from 0 to 420 belongs to motion primitive 3. Similarly,  
the motion data from 421 to 840 belongs to motion primitive 4 (Figure 5.5(b)), the 
motion data from 841 to 1260 belongs to motion primitive 5 (Figure 5.5(c)), and motion 
FCM 
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data from 1261 to 1680 belongs to motion primitive 6 (Figure 5.5(d)). Referring to the 
motion data sequence in Figure 5.3, all of the data are recorded from 81 milliseconds to 
240 milliseconds in Figure 5.3, and every millisecond encompasses 7 motion data. The 
relevant motions derived from Figure 5.5 are mostly located in the relevant motion 
sequence defined in the training data in Figure 5.3. Hence, it can be concluded that 
fuzzy clustering process has successfully assigned each motion vector with appropriate 
membership values corresponding to the correct motion primitives. 
 
Fig.5.5 – Membership values for each motion primitive, (a) Membership values of 
motion primitive 3, (b) Membership values of motion primitive 4, (c) Membership 
values of motion primitive 5, (d) Membership values of motion primitive 6. 
 
4) Deriving the Covariance Matrix iF  
The covariance matrices are calculated based on Equation 4-5 introduced earlier and the 
results are provided in Table 5.3. Based on the eigenvector and eigenvalues of iF , the 
patterns of the motion primitives could be represented as a series of hyper-ellipsoids, 
where each hyper-ellipsoid represents the relevant motion primitive.  
Table.5.3 – Covariance Matrices Calculated for Four Motion Primitives 
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In this section the fuzzy clustering algorithm is validated by the data obtained from two 
different human hand motion sequences. In the first motion sequence, both of the 
human ante-brachium and wrist movements are recorded four times. The second motion 
sequence consists only of the human wrist movements repeated four times. All these 
movements are recorded by the sensors mounted on the human hand. The motion data is 
stored as 8 different data sets representing two different motion sequences with four test 
processes.  
Initially, the 4 motion features are the same as the ones used to construct the motion 
patterns. Normalisation is applied to features extracted from the motion data using 
Equation 4-11. The membership values of each feature are calculated using Equations 
4-3, 4-4 and 4-6. The procedure used to derive the membership values for each motion 
primitive i is illustrated in Figure.5.6. 
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Choosing the motion primitive with the highest membership value as the correct motion, 
the final result can be represented by a series of integers called motion symbols. The 
two predefined motion sequences used for validation are displayed in Table 5.4. The 
recognition rate for each motion sequence is also provided in the table.  
Table 5.4 – Validation Results 
 Motion Sequence The Recognition Accuracy 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 
Motion Sequence 1 3,4,5,4,3,2,1,2,3,2 93.7% 95.7% 92.1% 97.8% 
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Fig.5.6 – Pattern recognition procedure 
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The numbers in the second column show the motion primitives as defined in Table 5.5. 
Although, a combination of the largest membership values for each motion feature 
vector approximately describes the whole motion sequence, there are a number of errors. 
Two different approaches can be employed to remove these errors. 
Table.5.5 – Definition of Motion Primitives 
Descriptions of Motion Primitives Symbols (Number) 
Waving antebrachium in the vertical plane 1 
Waving antebrachium in in the horizontal plane 2 
Waggling hand in in the vertical plane with the palm downward 3 
Waggling hand in the horizontal plane with the palm downward 4 
Waggling hand in the vertical plane with the palm sideward 5 
Waggling hand in the horizontal plane with the palm sideward 6 
 
Method 1: Correction by fuzzy membership values 
As described in Figure 5.5, every motion feature vector can be represented by four 
different membership values according to the four motion primitives. The largest 
membership value determines the motion primitive to which the movement is assigned 
to. For example, the classification result of test 4 for motion sequence 1 as displayed in 
Table 5.4 is shown in Figure 5.7. 
 
Fig.5.7 – Classification of the motion sequence 
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This diagram shows some transients which should be removed as they do not represent 
any significant motion classification. The following pseudo code detects and removes 
the transients: 
)(1 UMaxU == ; 
)(2 UestSecondBiggU == ; 
n=0; 
While n<N 
 Extracting the short-term movements from n to n+M as 
symbol ).1( LkPk = ; 
 for k=1…L 
  if );( 221121 UuUuuu kkkk ∈∈<− ς  
   ),arg( 21 kkkik uuuiP == ; 
  else 
   2'' kkik uuiP == ; 





Here, ς  is the threshold value which restricts the error recovery domain among those 
motion data. When the difference between the dominant fuzzy membership value and 
the second biggest value is smaller than this threshold, it is believed that the detected 
movement should be reassessed. Normally, ς  is set as 0.2. After the application of 
transient algorithm, the final result of test 4 of the motion sequence 1 in Table 5.4 is 
displayed in Figure 5.8.  





Method 2: Correction by Nearest Motion Primitive 
In addition to the removal of transients, the short-term motions can be also corrected by 
using the nearest symbol of motion approach. Given a period of time T, the same type 
of movements which lasts less than T are replaced by the nearest motion symbol. A 
drawback of this approach is that important information can be lost if the motion 
sequence is too complicated. 
The nearest motion primitive is applied to test 2 of the motion sequence 1 of Table 5.4. 
As illustrated by the results (Figure 5.9), the approach based on fuzzy membership 
values could describe the human motion sequence more precisely. 
Fig.5.8 – Classification results after the removal of transients 
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Fig.5.9 – Validation results by studying motion sequence: [3 4 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 2] 
5.5 Summary 
In this chapter, the fuzzy clustering method described in Chapter 4 has been applied to 
extract the human wrist motion primitives. On the basis of the motion patterns, the hand 
movements performed by the demonstrator can be represented as a series of discrete 
motion primitives denoted as symbols instead of the features of these movements. By 
applying these symbols, it is proposed that a more convenient and feasible approach 
capable of describing the whole human skills can be achieved. The approach has been 
validated through a number of experiments. 
Symbols derived from Max(U) Symbols derived from SecondBiggest(U) 
Final result via the 1st approach Final result via the 2nd approach 
 






Enhancing Behavioural Skill Model 
 
6.1 Introduction 
A Prototype-based Fuzzy Clustering algorithm has been successfully applied in the 
previous chapters to classify human motion sequence according to a set of defined 
motion primitives and label the sequence with symbols associated with those primitives. 
The skills deployed by a human operator to perform a particular task can be described in 
the context of these symbols. The number of symbols required to define a particular 
skill is increased as the human skill is more precisely defined. The precision is enhanced 
by introducing new motion primitives. The nature and characteristics of this approach is 
studied in this chapter.  
The concept is studied in the context of introducing a new motion primitive representing 
the rotation of human wrist to the primitives defined earlier. In the course of this chapter, 
the characteristic of the new motion primitive is first identified. The impact of the new 
motion primitive on the performance of the clustering algorithm is finally evaluated.  
6.2 Pattern-Insertion Process 
The new introduced motion primitive describes the human wrist rotation and is 
associated with symbol 7. This motion primitive is illustrated in Figure 6.1. 




Fig.6.1 – The fifth motion primitive 
The four original motion patterns were described in chapter 5, as the last four rows of 
Table 5.5. Three motion features are defined for the new primitive: 
• The mean of the motion data recorded from the Y axis of ADXL203EB 
• The covariance of the motion data recorded from the X axis of ADXL203EB 
• The covariance of the motion data recorded from the Y axis of ADXL203EB  
The original patterns for the four different motion primitives are illustrated in Figure 6.2. 
The new motion pattern will be built based on the defined patterns. This is achieved by 
first pre-processing the motion samples. Then, two different approaches will be 
proposed to integrate the new motion primitive with the existing primitives. 
6.2.1 Pre-processing of New Motion Data 
A typical data set acquired from the human wrist is shown in Figure 6.3 and the motion 
features extracted from this data are presented in Figure 6.4. 
 






Fig.6.2 – Patterns of four motion primitives 
Fig.6.3 – New motion samples 
 





Since the pattern for the new motion primitive should be added to the original patterns, 
the measurement scale of the new three features is kept the same as the previous ones. 
Hence, the new features can be normalised using the same normalisation formula used 
for the original motion patterns. 
6.2.2 Retraining the Fuzzy Pattern System 
As mentioned before, two different approaches are explored for introducing a new 
motion primitive. The first approach is the same as the process described in Chapter 4. 
The second approach is developed based on the Eigenspace of the covariance matrix.  In 
this section, the first approach is examined. 
The primary task in the approach as demonstrated in Chapter 4 is to find optimal values 
of y in ijC  for encoding the perception system outputs representing different motion 
primitives. As a new motion primitive is introduced, the optimal values derived earlier 
may not be optimal enough in assigning all the motion primitives to their relevant 
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motion patterns. However, in practice, if the clustering result can describe the new 
motion primitives well, the previous optimized values can be still applied.  
Based on the features of the new motion primitive described in the last section, and the 
optimal values obtained in Chapter 5, the clustering algorithm can be applied as follows: 
1) Fuzzy Clustering Process 
















































;    (6-1) 
where, y as discussed in chapter 5 is set as 0.4974.  According to Equation 4-12, the 
first N columns of Z represent the original four different motion primitives. The 
parameters   6,5,4,3=iCij  are formed as a combination of the codes described in Table 
5.1 and 0 for the third value. The next M columns of Z represent the data belonging to 
the new motion primitive whose features were described in Section 6.2.1, where ijf  is 
the values of the thi dimension of the feature of the data j, and the jC7 is set as 
[ ]y00   
When vector sequence Z is imported into the fuzzy clustering process, the final 
membership values for the fifth motion primitive is extracted. This process can be 
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(6-2) 
Based on the fuzzy clustering process, the final result for the fifth fuzzy membership 
values is shown as in Figure 6.5. 




Fig.6.5 – Membership values of the fifth motion primitive (Primitive 7) 
2) Pattern Extraction 
After applying Equation 4-4, the fifth motion patterns for the fifth motion primitive is 















7F  ; 
The final patterns for the five motion primitives are illustrated in Figure 6.6. 
 
Fig.6.6 – Templates of 5 motion primitives 
Time (s) 
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Compared with the original patterns shown in Figure 4.7, an extra ellipsoid is 
introduced to describe the features of the new motion primitives. Based on the new 
patterns, the recognition rate for the fifth motion primitive (Motion Primitive 7) is 
calculated and the result is 74.68%. Therefore, it seems that the optimal values can still 
be applied to classify the five different motion primitives. However, if the recognition 
rates are not good enough, thus the optimal values should be increased slightly. 
6.2.3 New Pattern Insertion Using Eigenspace 
Although the former approach to add a new motion pattern may achieve an impressive 
recognition rate, there are still disadvantages associated with the approach. First of all, 
retraining the motion patterns could be quite time consuming which would decrease the 
efficiency of the motion recognition system. Secondly, since the Feed-Forward Neural 
Network has the ability to simulate the function which describes the relationship 
between the inputs and outputs, it is unnecessary to apply the fuzzy clustering process to 
the human motion recognition. 
Finally, in this process the same parameters derived in the previous patterns will be 
maintained. This will produce recognition results different from when only four motion 
primitives are considered.  
The recognition rates of the two different patterns in identifying the original four motion 
primitives are provided in Table 6.1. The recognition rates of the first row is derived 
from the pattern built by considering the four original motion primitives, while the 
recognition rates of the second row is calculated by taking the fifth motion primitive 
into account. 
 



















Table.6.1 – Recognition Rates for Different Patterns 
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As shown in the table, the recognition rate has deteriorated after the introduction of the 
new motion primitive, though the distributions of the variant motion features have been 
fully studied by the fuzzy clustering algorithm. In addition,  because the fuzzy 
clustering algorithm in studying the correlation between the new motion primitive and 
other motion primitives is computationally complex, and also because the precise 
classification is not of central importance in this thesis, it is not recommended to make 
more efforts to resolve this problem. On the other hand, it is interesting to study an 
approximate motion pattern for a particular motion primitive without considering its 
correlation with other motion primitives. That means using appropriate mathematical 
methods to directly examine the distribution of the new motion vectors without 
considering the distribution of other types of motion vectors. If the recognition rate is 
not too bad comparing with the former method, this method may be more practical.  
As illustrated in Section 4.3.3, unsuitable training data can adversely affect the 
covariance matrix and distort the cluster patterns. As illustrated in the Figure.4.8, since 
the correlation between different motion primitives is not considered, the validity of the 
training data cannot be examined. Hence, it is more appropriate to directly estimate the 
covariance matrix from the feature vectors using Equation: 
)]())([(),,cov( 221121 ccc XXXEXXX µµµ −−−=   (6-3) 
















Using this covariance matrix, the final motion patterns including the new pattern is 
shown in Figure 6.7: 




Fig.6.7 – Motion patterns using direct calculation of covariance matrix 
A comparison of the recognition rates obtained in the two approaches described above 












Method 1 87.91% 82.61% 98.61% 90.11% 74.68% 
Method 2 94.51% 84.06% 99.10% 95.60% 72.41% 
 
The results obtained through direct construction of primitives 1-4 are higher while 
slightly lower for pattern 5. Overall, it is recommended to use covariance matrix to 
represent new motion primitive and add it to the original patterns. 
6.3 Advantages compared to Feed-Forward Neural Network 
The architecture of FFNN was introduced in Chapter 4. As a popular classification 
approach, the neural networks have been fostered among academia and industry. 
However, there are many disadvantages associated with using neural networks as a 
classification tool. Firstly, it is rather complex to design a neural network as it relies 
mostly on trial and error. According to the principles of FFNN, the number of layers 
and the nodes among the hidden layers must be determined first. Therefore, the same 
input/output pairs may achieve multiple neural networks with variant effects.   
Table.6.2 – Recognition Rates after Pattern Insertion 
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Secondly, the training process is time-consuming, and should be repeated continuously 
so as to adapt the changes in the values of the variables. Thirdly, the neural networks 
can only simulate a desired function based on the accurate training set. If there are 
errors in the training set, it is necessary to apply numerous precise training data to 
correct the NN. Fourthly, when a NN is being designed, the possibility of over-training 
is a crucial issue.  Over-training can assimilate the chaotic nature of the data coupled 
with some training sets and hence, the NN can perform inaccurately.  
In addition, the unstable nature of problem solving using NN is well known [63]. Due to 
constant change of data, it is difficult to reapply the solution to a particular problem. 
Although FFNN has the ability to generate different functions to simulate the 
relationship between the input/output pairs, the inherent “black-box” nature of its 
operation might prevent the system designers from improving the prediction system and 
making the whole system flexible.  
Compared to FFNN, the prototype-based fuzzy clustering algorithm combined with the 
Eigenspace algorithm has proved to be an efficient and rather flexible approach. Once 
the fuzzy entropy  [64] is determined, the classification patterns are convinced. Also, 
when the new motion data is included to improve the patterns, the retraining of the 
pattern is not required. In addition, by adding fuzzy membership values to each sample, 
the relationship between different motion patterns can be displayed, and noisy training 
data  can be detected by exploring those fuzzy membership values. Finally, since the 
fuzzy clustering process is based on the Euclidean distance, the patterns are more 
intuitive than FFNN, and it is more convenient to explore the characteristics of the 
patterns in an eigenspace universe. 
In this work, FFNN is also used to examine the motion primitives. By setting a hidden 
layer with 10 units, the whole neural network could be initialized first. After importing 
all the motion feature vectors with 4 dimensions, and encoding the output as relevant 
motion primitive from 5 predefined motion primitives, a prediction system for 
identifying the human motion primitives can be achieved. The performance of the 
developed system can be examined by applying the motion sequence as shown in Figure 
6.8(a). Using the FFNN, the output of the system which is a continuous signal rather 
than discrete symbols is illustrated in Figure 6.8(b). In order to describe the human 
motion sequence by the motion primitives, these values can be clustered into relevant 
groups. 
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Using the same test data, the performance of the patterns constructed by fuzzy 
clustering method can be illustrated in Figure 6.8(c). The results clearly indicate that 





In this chapter, two possible methods for introducing a new motion primitive to a set of 
existing primitives were discussed and validated. Although retraining of the fuzzy 
clusters may produce a suitable pattern to describe the new motion primitive, the overall 
approach is inferior to the directly calculating the covariance matrices. Based on the 
observations made, the advantages of the fuzzy clustering method compared to the 
FFNN (Feed-Forward Neural Network) were also highlighted. 
Fig.6.8 – Validation by Motion Sequence –3 4 5 6 7, (a) the motion Sequence for 
testing, (b) the recognition results derived from FFNN, (c) the recognition results 
derived from the fuzzy clustering algorithm. 






Behavioural Skill Synthesis 
 
7.1 Introduction 
The synthesis of the motion primitives identified in the cluster analysis is the next stage 
in this work. An appropriate approach is developed in this chapter to organize the 
primitives as a complete set of skills.  
Due to inherent stochastic characteristics of the human psychomotor movements, the 
actions applied in each instance of performing the task can be different. They all, 
however, represent the same skill set for the task. A framework is required to define the 
inherent characteristics of that skill, independent from the actions applied each time the 
task is performed. This is achieved by considering the most likely human action in 
performing the task as the skill employed to perform the task.  
A Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is deployed as a stochastic method to define the skills 
and model their uncertainties. A HMM can easily represent the two stochastic processes 
associated with skill learning that encompass both the mental states – the hidden 
processes and the resultant states – or the observed processes. In addition, the HMM is a 
parametric model and its parameters can be optimized by Baum- Welch algorithm for 
accurate estimation [65].  
In this chapter, a study of applying a HMM to extract human skills to the previous work 
will be carried out. This approach developed for skill synthesis will be then presented. 
7.2 Previous Work on HMM 
In addition to speech recognition [65] [66] [67], force analysis and mobile robot path 
planning simulations [68] [69], the HMM has been successfully applied to skill 
acquisition from humans. Yang et al [70] have applied a HMM-based learning scheme 
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to teleoperation control of the Self-Mobile Space Manipulator. At the evaluation stage, 
the observation symbols were the exchange of an Orbit Replaceable Unit (ORU), while 
the state symbols were the trajectories of robot manipulator in Cartesian space. By using 
Viterbi and Baum-welch algorithms, the optimal pattern matrix – transition probability 
matrix A, and the emission matrix B have been extracted and applied as the 
representations of different skills based on a specific task. 
Similar to Yang’s work, Tetsunari et al. [34], Amit [41] and Hovland et al. [43] have 
also applied HMM to robotic imitation. Contrary to Yang’s work, the two stochastic 
sequences of HMM in the Tetsunari’s project are related to the trajectories of robot 
manipulators and the observation symbols of the motion path. Tetsunari work related to 
this thesis, since one of the aims of this thesis is on the relationship between the 
sequence of symbols of the motion primitives and the sequence of real motion data, and 
the main issue to resolve in this thesis is the recognition of the human motion rather 
than the skill-related tasks. 
7.3 Hidden Markov Model 
7.3.1 Core Concept 
Hidden Markov Model is a finite state machine generating random observation 
sequences.  At each step t, the mental state of HMM is changed to j. It generates an 
observation vector to , with the probability density  
))(()( jtxoPob ttj ==        (7-1) 
Where x(t) denotes the model state at time t. Transition between states i and j is 
governed by the discrete probability 
))()1(( itxjtxPaij ==+=   (7-2) 
Thus the  transition probability is dependent on the mental state denoted as S, and is 
independent of time t. Figure 7.1 shows an example of this process for a five-state 
model 51}{ == iisS , where each state has three probabilities associated with it including 
initial, transition and output probabilities,  and three observation symbols 
31;51)}({  === jii jbb . The initial state probability ))1(( ixPi ==π , and the whole model 
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could be defined in terms of its state transition probability A={ ija } and state output 









Fig.7.1 –The architecture of a typical Hidden Markov Model [71] 
The aim of HMM training is to obtain a set of models ),,( πλ BA=  that, according to 
an appropriate criterion, will fully match the available training data. The primary goal in 
the development of a HMM is to optimise A and B. Currently, the most popular 
approach deployed in the optimisation process is the Maximum Likelihood (ML). In 
practice, three basic problems are addressed in real time pattern recognition based on 
HMMs: 
1. Given observation sequence O= )...( 1 Too  and ),,( πλ BA= , how efficiently 
)/( λOP -- the observation sequence probability can be computed based on the 
current model λ . 
2. Given O andλ , how an optimal state sequence )...( 1 TxxX =  can be obtained. 
3. How the parameters ),,( πλ BA=  can be tuned to maximise )/( λOP . 
In order to solve the first problem, the concepts of forward and backward procedures are 
introduced. Let the forward probability )(tjα  for some model λ  with N states be 
defined by (7-3) and (7-4) 
)()( 11 obi iiπα =        (7-3) 









−α   (7-4) 
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Then, )(tjα  is the joint probability of observing the first t observation vectors and being 
in state j at time t. Also, the backward probability )(tjβ which denotes the probability of 
the partial observation sequence from t+1 to the end, given the state i at time t, can be 
calculated by (7-5) and (7-6): 
  ∑ +=== ++ )1()(),)(...()( 11 tobajtxooPt jtjijTtj βλβ   (7-5) 
1)( =Tiβ         (7-4) 









1 )()()()()/( βαβαλ   (7-7) 
And, the likelihood of being in state j at time t can be computed efficiently by (7-8) 
)()(1)( tt
P
tL jjj βα=        (7-8) 
In order to solve the second problem, the most likely state x(t) at time t is chosen as the 
optimal state. The state x(t) can be estimated by (7-9), where γi(t) is the probability of 
being in state i at time t with model λ  and observation sequence o, and is estimated by 
(7-10) 
Ttitx tNi ≤≤= ≤≤ 1)))((minarg()( 1

















λγ     (7-10) 
In order to simplify the calculation for a long observation sequence, it is necessary to 
apply another efficient algorithm called Viterbi algorithm [72]，[73] which finds the 
most likely state sequence through the model for the given observation vectors, 
),( λOXP . The principle of Viterbi algorithm is based on the knowledge that there is 
only certain number of transitions to following states. Hence, by searching all of the 
possible paths among the state set, Viterbi algorithm uses the information derived from 
the observation transitions to construct the optimal path which has the highest 
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probability for generating the observation sequences. In practice, Viterbi algorithm uses 
certain reliable matrices to conduct the selection of the possible paths so as to avoid the 
increasingly complexity of the computation when the length of the observation 
sequence increases.  
In order to solve the third problem, the Baum-Welch Re-estimation algorithm is applied. 
According to the forward probability and the backward probability derived from (7-4) 
and (7-5), the frequency of transition-emission pair values is determined, and divided by 
the probability of the entire sequence. Each time a particular transition is found, this 


























































      (7-12)  
Where, kv   denotes a specific observation vector k and )(, tjiξ  is the likelihood of being 
in state j after state i at time t based on the model λ  observation sequence o, and is 
calculated by (7-13) 
),)1(,)(()(, λξ OjtxitxPtji =+==      (7-13) 
7.3.2 Human Motion Detection by HMM 
Human movements can be categorised as postural, locomotor and manipulative. A 
different HMM method is usually applied to each type of movement. 
Postural and Locomotor movements 
The way a particular skill is applied varies from one individual to another and is 
performed differently by the same person from one time to another. It is desirable that 
HMM can identify the inherent characteristics of a particular motion independent from 
such variations. 
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The state transition probability matrix A of different discrete states denoted as motion 
primitives could be a good representation of the inherent characteristics of a particular 
movement.  In order to identify patterns of different human movements, variant state 
transition probability matrices should be classified as a series of groups which can 
describe different skill patterns successfully. However, in this project, it is still a 
challenge to establish the transition matrix based on the fuzzy clustering results. 
Therefore, it is desired that the estimation function of a HMM, which derives the model 
),,( πλ BA=  from the state and observation sequences, should be modified so as to 
establish the relationship between the fuzzy membership values and the unique human 
motion primitives. Furthermore, in order to re-estimate the sequence of the particular 
human motion for accurate estimation based on the transition and emission matrices of 
HMM, the statistical model λ  should have the ability to represent the motion sequence 
based on the fuzzy membership values. Hence, the state and observation sequences 
should be defined according to these requirements. By defining the sequence of human 
motion primitives as the state sequence, while defining the sequence of the fuzzy 
membership values corresponding to different motion primitives as the observation 
sequence, the state and observation sequences can be defined shown as in Figure 7.2. 
In this diagram, the observation sequence is a series of continuous multivariate vectors. 
Hence, the emission matrix should be estimated by assuming that they follow a 
particular functional distribution, generally, a mixture of multivariate Gaussian densities 
[74]. In this case, the HMM comprises of all the Gaussian parameters. These parameters 
are then trained by the Maximum Likelihood criterion [75]. However, since in this work 
the elements in each resultant state are fuzzy membership values, it is more convenient 
to directly derive the maximum value from the relevant membership values of each 
movement segment. The symbols corresponding to different dimensions of the fuzzy 
membership values can be applied to represent the resultant states. For a motion 
sequence denoted by motion primitives as [3 4 5 4 3 6 3 6], and the maximum values 
selected from the membership values, the observation sequence compared with 












Using MATLAB, the transition and emission matrices of HMM were extracted as 
follows: 
Fig. 7.2 – Definition of state and observation 
 
Fig. 7.3 – The state and observation sequences 
The Observation Sequence  
– The Membership Values of Motion Primitives 
The State Sequence  
– The Sequence of Motion Primitives Planned by Demonstrator 









































Using the second HMM technique described in Section 7.3.1, the real motion sequence 
is estimated as displayed in Figure 7.4. Comparing this figure with Figure 7.3, it is 
obvious that the motion sequence derived from HMM is similar to the real motion 
primitive sequence. Hence, using the maximum values of membership values is a 
feasible approach to derive the relevant skill model. 
 
 
However, this method is not practical in this project. While the robot observes the 
human demonstration through kinematics sensors, the motion sequence though 
predefined primitives cannot be fully described in the time domain.  This is extremely 
difficult to know the precise time that transition takes place from one kind of motion 
primitive to another. Considering Equation 7-1, without the precise information in the 
time domain, it is impossible to calculate each element in the emission matrix. 
Therefore, the transition and emission matrices must be extracted by another method 
rather than using the state and observation sequences.  
After the fuzzy clustering process has derived relevant motion primitives, each motion 
data is associated with the relevant membership values in accordance with variant 
motion primitives. Although the definitions of the fuzzy membership and probability 
distribution are totally different, there is a direct proportional relationship between them 
Fig. 7.4 – The human motion sequence 
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based on the discussion of Section 4.2. Hence, it can be concluded that the emission 
matrix of a HMM can be derived from the membership values of each motion data. The 





=  – The membership values of human motion sequence. Where 
N is the number of motion data, while P is the number of motion 










=  – The emission matrix. 
for i=1:P 
     for j=1:P 
          );}({ 1 Nijij umeanb ×=  (Summarize the elements of emission matrix 
through studying the membership values of the training data.) 




Since the transition probability is dependent on the mental state, and is independent of 
time t, StatejStateiP →  can be identified by analysing the human demonstrator’s motion 
sequence known as mental states or hidden process which is determined by the 
demonstrator. Hence, the state transition matrix can be derived by identifying the 
motion plan of the human operator.  
As an example, let’s assume that the motion sequence planned by the operator consists 
of primitives [3 4 5 4 3 6 3 6]. In this scenario, according to Equation 7-2, the 
probability of repeating the same motion primitive is high, whereas the probability of 
the transition among primitives is quite low. This is because the transition between 
different  primitives does not change very often. The values of  ija  for the transitions 
which can never occur are zero. Hence, the transition matrix A, describing the motion 
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By setting arbitrary values according to this matrix, the transition matrix can be 
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By applying the Viterbi algorithm, the estimated motion sequence will be the same as 
Figure 7.4. 
In summary, according to Figures 7.3 and 7.4, previously defined human motion 
sequences representing different skills can help to develop a series of patterns – the 
transition matrices – for recovering the observation errors. If the wrong pattern is used, 
the output of the system is very different from the recognition results which are derived 
from the membership values of each motion elements discussed in Chapter 4 and 5.  
The approach has been applied to a series of patterns and the results validate the 


















A   
to re-estimate the motion sequence shown in Figure 7.3,  the motion sequence shown in 
Figure 7.5 is obtained. 




Fig.7.5 – HMM results based on unsuitable skill pattern  
A Comparison of the results shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.3 reveals many discrepancies.  
Hence, the identified transition matrix is not the correct pattern representing the human 
motion sequence, and search for a better transition matrix should continue. 
Using the second technique of HMM in terms of predefined patterns, the pattern 
recognition accuracy has been improved making the human motion detection system 
more reliable. However, if there is no motion sequence pattern – transition matrix 
available, the error recovery strategy discussed in Chapter 5 should be used. 
Furthermore, based on the recognition results discussed in the section 5.3.3, the 
transition matrix should be extracted from the motion sequence.  
As an example, it is assumed that the real motion sequence of the human demonstrator 
is unknown. Using the fuzzy classification and error recovery methods, the 
demonstrator’s motion sequence detected by the sensors can be illustrated by Figure 7.6. 
 
 
Although the fuzzy classification process and error recovery strategy could detect the 
human motion well, there are still several errors in the result. Because the transition 
matrix can be influenced seriously by any error in the human motion sequence, the 
transition matrix derived directly from the motion sequence cannot be regarded as the 
pattern representing this motion sequence. Hence, the Viterbi algorithm also must be 
used to correct the motion sequence. According to new derived motion sequence, the 
Fig.7.6 – Pattern recognition results by using the approach in Chapter 5 
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transition matrix derived from the observation results is re-estimated, and the better 
motion sequence pattern is calculated. The comparison between the two transition 
matrices is provided in Table 7.1. Where A  is the original transition matrix, A is the 
final transition matrix, and A~  is the transition matrix defined by the demonstrator. 
Table.7.1 – Transition Matrices of Motion Sequence: [3 4 5 4 3 6 3 6]. 




















































Such results show that the final pattern A is closer to A~ . 
Manipulative movements 
In contrast to postural and locomotor movements, in manipulative movements contact 
forces  and torques are exchanged between the human operator and the environment. 
Object-handling activities have emphasis on motor control, and precision and accuracy 
of the movements. Hence, it is proposed that the interaction between the manipulator 
and objects must be studied when the robot is learning the manipulative movements 
from a human demonstrator. However, for a given task, the set of input commands 
might be performed by the human demonstrator repeatedly. Therefore, it is desirable for 
the robot to select the optimal commands for the task based on the third technique of 
employing a Hidden Markov Model. 
The third technique of HMMs adjusts the parameters of the model ),,( πλ BA=  to 
maximise the probability of the observation sequence [76]. The most feasible approach 
is Baum-Welch algorithm. Given a task as a pattern of motions, the corresponding 
subtasks can be represented as states. The human intention or skills for a given task can 
be represented by transition probabilities and emission probabilities. Using the Baum-
Welch re-estimation method, the model parameter ),,( πλ BA=  is calculated until the 
optimal observation sequences are found. The mathematical relationships are defined by 
(7-11) to (7-13). 
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On the basis of postural and locomotor movements, the symbols denoting different 
states or  observations are generated by the fuzzy clustering method. Furthermore, as 
illustrated in this chapter, the HMM has the capability to synthesise skills and to remove 
the short-period movements. It can be concluded that a HMM is a reasonable and 
holistic approach to construct the relationship among different motion symbols, 
trajectory of these motion symbols and the interaction between manipulator and objects. 
7.4 Summary 
The application of three HMM techniques to synthesis motion primitives into a 
complete skill set was studied in this chapter. Since the focus of the study is on postural 
and locomotor movements the Viterbi algorithm has been deployed. The results indicate 
the HMM is quite effective in the synthesise of skills and to remove transients. 









The work of this thesis has been conducted in the context of developing a generic and 
holistic approach enabling a humanoid robot to perceive and imitate the human postural 
and locomotor movements by observing a human demonstrator. The focus of the thesis 
has been specifically on developing a generic methodology to perceive and acquire the 
human behavioural skills. In order to achieve this goal, the complex human skill was 
considered as a finite-state machine, formed by a series of motion primitives.  
The research on the proposed conceptions was carried out on a set of motion primitives 
defined based on the human wrist motion. While the defined primitives were basic and 
rather simple compared with typical postural and locomotor motions, they provided a 
controlled environment to verify whether various motion primitives can be 
distinguished from each other and also a more complex movement can be perceived in 
terms of the motion primitives. The overall approach pursued in the study is illustrated 
in Figure 8.1.  
The hybrid model illustrated in Figure 8.1 proposes the procedure of abstracting the 
human postural or locomotor movements into a certain symbols, and recognizing the 
total human motions. 
In this chapter, a critical review of the contributions of the thesis will be carried out and 
some conclusions will be drawn. The possible future directions of the work will be also 
highlighted.  




Figure 8.1 Overall approach 
8.2 Emerging Approach  
In order to construct a flexible and efficient hierarchical structure to analyse the human 
performance, a comprehensive and critical review of the literature on the human skill 
acquisition was carried out. It was shown that teaching of the human psychomotor 
behaviour to a robotics manipulator through demonstration has become a popular area 
of research.  
In the context of perception of behavioural skills and their acquisition, the study has 
also revealed that an overall methodology for conducting research in this area is 
emerging. This approach has three areas of sensor fusion, machine learning model and 
error recovery as its foundation (Figure 8.2). This paradigm does not include the 
imitation process which is not in the scope of this thesis. 
The outcomes of the literature review also highlighted that the hypothesis pursued in the 
thesis and the approach proposed was not only valid and relevant, but much better than 
tracking of the human behaviour in methodologies such as behaviour cloning, as 
pursued by many researchers in this area.  
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8.3 Experimental Set up and Procedure 
Although the experimental rig and procedure designed for the work have been sufficient 
for this stage of the project, there are some limitations associated with them. The data 
acquisition system (PMD1208LS) has proved adequate to acquire the sensory data 
produced by the accelerometers and the gyroscope when the demonstrated movements 
had a slow pace. However, the captured data revealed some errors due to lost data when 
the motions were performed at a faster pace. This has been a constraint on exploring a 
broader spectrum of motions types. 
In addition, the motion primitives defined for the study consisted only of the basic 
motions of the wrist. Accordingly, the proposed algorithms were developed and 
validated based on these motions. This represents a significant constraints on the 
experimental procedure devised for the study which has been unavoidable due to the 
limited period of the study and the scope of the thesis. More extensive motion 
primitives should be defined for future work of the project as will be explained later in 
this chapter.  
8.4 Prototype-Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm 
The work has been conducted based on a set of motion primitives consisting of four 
different human wrist motions and two human antebrachium motion segments. A 
prototype-based fuzzy clustering method was developed to learn the pattern associated 
with each motion primitive.   
Sensor and Data 
Acquisition System 
Identification of Motion 
Primitives 
Integration of Motion 
Primitives 
Fig 8.2 – Skill Learning Process 
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The recognition rates produced by the developed algorithm for the human wrist motion 
primitives have been quite encouraging and indicate that the developed fuzzy clustering 
method has the ability to distinguish between different motion primitives. The 
recognition rate was further enhanced by removing the transients in the motion 
primitive sequence using the membership values derived from the patterns. 
The behavioural skills of the human operator performing locomotor or postural 
movement was represented by a series of discrete motion primitives denoted as symbols 
instead of the features of these movements. Deploying these symbols offer a more 
suitable approach to describe generic human behavioural skills. The precision can be 
enhanced by increasing the number of symbols used. This in turn requires the addition 
of new motion primitives. The thesis explored two methods of introducing new motion 
primitives. In the first method the clustering algorithm was retrained whereas in the 
second method known as Eignespace only the covariance matrices were directly 
estimated from the feature vectors. The results show that the former approach can 
produce better recognition rates, while the retraining process could be quite time 
consuming which in turn would decrease the efficiency of the motion recognition 
system.  
8.5 Integration of Motion Primitives 
An important objective of the study has been to develop a framework to define the 
inherent characteristics of the human behavioural skills, independent of the stochastic 
variations applied each time the task is performed. This can be achieved by a stochastic 
model predicting the most likely action of the human demonstrator at each step of 
performing the behaviour skills. 
The effectiveness of the Hidden Markov model (HMM) techniques was studied in the 
thesis in realising this objective. A HMM effectively represents two stochastic processes 
related to the behavioural skill learning including the hidden processes associated with 
the task and the observable actions. Since the focus of the work was on postural and 
locomotor movements, Viterbi algorithm was deployed as the main modelling approach.  
The emission matrix was derived from the fuzzy membership values. The best transition 
matrix was identified through an optimisation process aiming at maximising the 
recognition rate for a set of test data.  
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The  approach was applied to the human wrist movements. The transition probability 
matrix successfully identified the sequence of the motion primitives performed in a set 
of wrist motions. The result was better when the frequency of transitions between 
motion  primitives was not too high. This could be due to the limitations of the data 
logger.   
8.6 Recommendations for Future Work 
The study conducted in this thesis has a number of limitations.  Future work can address 
these shortcomings and enhance the effectiveness of the methodology developed as 
described below: 
1) Due to limitations of the experimental rig, it has not been possible to study complex 
and high frequency behavioural skills. The experimental rig should be improved in 
terms of both the sensors and the data logger used. Sensors play a critical role as 
they provide the vital information on the behavioural skills performed by the human 
operator. Analysis and modelling of the complex and realistic behaviour skills 
require effective sensors to measure the position and orientation of the human body, 
and the velocity and acceleration produced by the movements.  A data logger with 
higher sampling rates should be also employed. 
2) Definition of motion primitives and quantifying them in the fuzzy clustering 
algorithm have been rather arbitrary and ad-hoc. A methodology should be 
developed to systematically determine the optimal motion primitives associated with 
a particular behavioural skill. 
3) The study has not fully addressed how the multi-path motions associated with one 
specific behavioural skill can be reconciled. Further work is required to study how 
the inherent characteristics of a behavioural skill can be modelled, independent from 
its constituent motions.  
4) The fuzzy clustering model developed in this work does not address the dynamics of 
the motion. Future work should expand the model to include the dynamic 
characteristics of motion and issues associated with it such as maintaining balance. 
This will be critical when the acquired skills are used by a robot to imitate the 
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Appendix A.1: Datasheet of ADXL203EB 
 
Features 
    
• High precision dual axis 
accelerometer on a single chip  
• High zero g bias accuracy  
• High zero g bias temperature stability  
• Tight sensitivity accuracy  
• High sensitivity temperature stability  
• Low power (less than 700uA Typical)  
• 5mm x 5mm x 2mm LCC package  
• Low cost  
 
   
 
SPECIFICATIONS  
TA = –40°C to +125°C, VS = 5 V, CX = CY = 0.1 μF, Acceleration = 0 g, unless otherwise 
noted.  
Parameter  Conditions  Min  Typ  Max  Unit  
SENSOR INPUT  Each Axis  
Measurement Range1  ±1.7  g  
Nonlinearity  % of Full 
Scale  
 ±0.5  ±2.5  %  
Package Alignment Error  ±1  Degrees  
Alignment Error 
(ADXL203)  
X Sensor to 
Y Sensor  
 ±0.1  Degrees  
Cross Axis Sensitivity  ±2  ±5  %  
SENSITIVITY (Ratiometric)2 Each Axis  
Sensitivity at XOUT, YOUT VS = 5 V  940  1000  1060  mV/g  
Sensitivity Change due to 
Temperature3 
VS = 5 V  ±0.3  %  
ZERO g BIAS LEVEL 
(Ratiometric)  
Each Axis  
0 g Voltage at XOUT, YOUT VS = 5 V  2.4  2.5  2.6  V  
Initial 0 g Output Deviation 
from Ideal  
VS = 5 V, 
25°C  
 ±25  mg  
0 g Offset vs. Temperature  ±0.1  mg/°C  
NOISE PERFORMANCE  
Output Noise  < 4 kHz, 
VS = 5 V, 
25°C  
 1  6  mV rms  
Noise Density  @25°C  110  µg/√Hz 
rms  
FREQUENCY RESPONSE4  
CX, CY Range
5  0.002  10  µF  
RFILT Tolerance  24  32  40  kΩ  
Sensor Resonant Frequency  5.5  kHz  
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SELF TEST6  
Logic Input Low  1  V  
Logic Input High  4  V  
ST Input Resistance to 
Ground  
 30  50  kΩ  
Output Change at XOUT, 
YOUT 
Self Test 0 
to 1  
400  750  1100  mV  
OUTPUT AMPLIFIER  
Output Swing Low  No Load  0.3  V  
Output Swing High  No Load  4.5  V  
POWER SUPPLY  
Operating Voltage Range  3  6  V  
Quiescent Supply Current  0.7  1.1  mA  
Turn-On Time7  20  ms  
 
1 Guaranteed by measurement of initial offset and sensitivity.  
2 Sensitivity is essentially ratiometric to VS. For VS = 4.75 V to 5.25 V, sensitivity is 186 
mV/V/g to 215 mV/V/g.  
3 Defined as the output change from ambient-to-maximum temperature or ambient-to-minimum 
temperature.  
4 Actual frequency response controlled by user-supplied external capacitor (CX, CY).  
5 Bandwidth = 1/(2 × π × 32 kΩ × C). For CX, CY = 0.002 µF, Bandwidth = 2500 Hz. For CX, 
CY = 10 µF, Bandwidth = 0.5 Hz. Minimum/maximum values are not tested.  
6 Self-test response changes cubically with VS.  
7 Larger values of CX, CY will increase turn-on time. Turn-on time is approximately 160 × CX or 
CY + 4 ms, where CX, CY are in µF.  
 
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS  
ADXL103/ADXL203 Stress Ratings Parameter Rating 
 
Parameter  Rating  
Acceleration (Any Axis, Unpowered)  3,500 g  
Acceleration (Any Axis, Powered)  3,500 g  
Drop Test (Concrete Surface)  1.2 m  
VS –0.3 V to +7.0 V  
All Other Pins  (COM – 0.3 V) to (VS + 0.3 V)  
Output Short-Circuit Duration (Any Pin to Common)  
Indefinite  
Operating Temperature Range  –55°C to +125°C  
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• Complete rate gyroscope on a single 
chip  
• Z-axis (yaw rate) response  
• High vibration rejection over wide 
frequency  
• 2000 g powered shock operation  
• Self-test on digital command  
• Temperature sensor output  
• Precision voltage reference output  
• Absolute rate output for precision 
applications  
• 5 V single-supply operation  
• Ultrasmall and light (<0.15 cc, 






TA = 25°C, VS = 5 V, Angular Rate = 0°/s, Bandwidth = 80 Hz (COUT = 0.01 µF), ±1g, unless 
otherwise noted. 
 
Parameter  Conditions  
ADXRS300ABG  Unit 
Min1 Typ Max1  
SENSITIVITY 
Dynamic Range2 Initial 
Over Temperature3 
Nonlinearity  
Clockwise rotation is positive 
output Full-scale range over 
specifications range @25°C 
VS= 4.75 V to 5.25 V Best fit 
straight line  
±300 
4.6 
4.6  5 5 
0.1  
5.4 5.4  °/s mV/°/s 
mV/°/s % of 
FS  
NULL       
Initial Null   2.3  2.50  2.7  V  
Over Temperature3 
Turn-On Time Linear 
Acceleration Effect 
Voltage Sensitivity  
VS= 4.75 V to 5.25 V Power 
on to ±½°/s of final Any axis 
VCC= 4.75 V to 5.25 V  
2.3  
35 
0.2 1  
2.7  V 
ms °/s/g °/s/V  
NOISE 
PERFORMANCE  
     
Rate Noise Density  @25°C   0.1   °/s/√Hz  
FREQUENCY 
RESPONSE 3 dB 
Bandwidth (User 
Selectable)4 Sensor 
Resonant Frequency  
22 nF as comp cap (see the 





Hz kHz  




Logic 1 Input Voltage 
Logic 0 Input Voltage 
Input Impedance  
ST1 pin from Logic 0 to 1 ST2 
pin from Logic 0 to 1 Standard 
high logic level definition 
Standard low logic level 














     
VOUTat 298°K    2.50   V  
Max Current Load on 
Pin Scale Factor  
Source to common 




50  µA mV/°K  
OUTPUT DRIVE 
CAPABILITY  
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Output Voltage Swing 
Capacitive Load Drive  
IOUT= ±100 µA  0.25 
1000  
 VS– 
0.25  V pF  
2.5 V REFERENCE       
Voltage Value Load 
Drive to Ground Load 
Regulation Power 
Supply Rejection 
Temperature Drift  
Source 0 < IOUT< 200 µA 
4.75 VSto 5.25 VS Delta from 
25°C  





2.55  V µA 
mV/mA 
mV/V mV  
POWER SUPPLY       
Operating Voltage 
Range Quiescent Supply 
Current  
 4.75  5.00 
6.0  
5.25 
8.0  V mA  
TEMPERATURE 
RANGE  
    
Specified Performance 
Grade A  
Temperature tested to max and 
min specifications  –40  +85  °C  
 
 
ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
Parameter  Rating  
Acceleration (Any Axis, Unpowered, 
0.5 ms)  2000 g  
Acceleration (Any Axis, Powered, 0.5 
ms)  
2000 g  
+VS  –0.3 V to +6.0 V  
Output Short-Circuit Duration  Indefininte  
(Any Pin to Common)   
Operating Temperature Range  –55°C to 
+125°C  
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Typical for 25°C unless otherwise specified. 
Analog input section 
Parameter Conditions Specification 
A/D converter type    Successive Approximation type 
Input voltage range for 
linear operation, Single 
Ended Mode 
CHx to GND ±10V max 
Input common-mode 
voltage range for linear 
operation, Differential 
Mode 
CHx to GND -10V min, +20V max 
Absolute maximum input 
voltage CHx to GND ±40V max 
Input current (Note 1) 
Vin = +10V 70µA typ 
Vin = 0V -12µA typ 
Vin = -10V -94µA typ 
Number of channels   
8 single ended / 4 
differential, software 
selectable 
Input  ranges, Single 
Ended Mode   ±10V,    G=2 




±20V,    G=1 
±10V,    G=2  
±5V,      G=4 
±4V,      G=5  
±2.5V,   G=8 
±2.0V,   G=10  
±1.25V, G=16  




paced 50 S/s 
Continuous 
scan 1.2kS/s 
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Channel Gain Queue Up to 8 elements 
Software configurable 
channel, range, and 
gain.  
Resolution (Note 2) Differential 
12 bits, no missing 
codes 
Single ended 11 bits  
CAL Accuracy CAL = 2.5V ±0.05% typ, ±0.25% max 
Integral Linearity Error   ±1 LSB typ 
Differential Linearity 
Error   ±0.5 LSB typ 
Repeatability   ±1 LSB typ 
CAL current Source 5mA max Sink 20µA min, 200nA typ 
Trigger Source Software selectable 
External Digital: 
TRIG_IN 
Note 1: Input current is a function of applied voltage on the analog input channels.  For 
a given input voltage, Vin, the input leakage is approximately equal to (8.181*Vin-12) 
µA 
Note 2: The AD7870 converter only returns 11-bits (0-2047 codes) in single-ended 
mode. 
Accuracy, Differential Mode 
Range  Accuracy (LSB) 








Accuracy, Single-Ended Mode 
Range  Accuracy (LSB) 
±10V 4.0 
 
Accuracy Components, Differential Mode - All values are (±) 






Accuracy at FS 
(mV) 
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±20V  0.2 40 9.766 49.766 
±10V 0.2 20 9.766 29.766 
±5V 0.2 10 9.766 19.766 
±4V 0.2 8 9.766 17.766 
±2.5V 0.2 5 9.766 14.766 
±2V 0.2 4 9.766 13.766 
±1.25V 0.2 2.5 9.766 12.266 
±1V 0.2 2 9.766 11.766 
Accuracy Components, Single-Ended Mode - All values are (±) 







Accuracy at FS 
(mV) 
±10V  0.2 20 19.531 39.531 
Analog output section  
Parameter Conditions Specification 
D/A converter type   PWM 
Resolution   10-bits, 1 in 1024 
Maximum output range   0 -5 Volts 
Number of channels   2 voltage output 
Throughput Software paced 
100 S/s single 
channel mode 
50 S/s dual 
channel mode 
Power on and reset 
voltage   
Initializes to 000h 
code 
Maximum voltage  (Note 
3) 
No Load Vs 
1mA Load 0.99*Vs  
5mA Load 0.98*Vs 
Output drive Each D/A OUT 30mA 
Slew rate   0.14V/mS typ 
Note 3:  Vs is the USB bus +5V power.  The maximum analog output voltage is equal 
to Vs at no-load. V is system dependent and may be less than 5 volts.  
 
 
Digital input/output  
Digital type              82C55 
Number of I/O 16 (Port A0 through A7, Port B0 through B7 
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Configuration 2 banks of 8  
Pull up/pull-down 
configuration 
All pins pulled up to Vs via 47K 
resistors (default).  Positions available 
for pull down to ground.  Hardware 
selectable via zero ohm resistors as a 
factory option. 
Input high voltage 2.0V min, 5.5V absolute max 
Input low voltage 0.8V max, –0.5V absolute min 
Output high voltage (IOH 
= -2.5mA) 3.0V min 
Output low voltage (IOL 
= 2.5mA) 0.4V max 
External trigger 
Parameter Conditions Specification 
Trigger Source (Note 4) External Digital TRIG_IN 
Trigger mode Software selectable 
Level Sensitive: 
user configurable 
for TTL level high 
or low input.  
Trigger latency Burst 25µs min, 50µs max 
Trigger pulse width Burst 40µs min 
Input high voltage   3.0V min, 15.0V absolute max 
Input low voltage   0.8V max 
Input leakage current     ±1.0µA 
Note 4:  TRIG_IN is protected with a 1.5KOhm series resistor.  
Counter section 
Counter type Event counter 
Number of Channels 1 
Input source CTR screw terminal 
Resolution 32 bits 
Schmidt Trigger 
Hysteresis  20mV to 100mV 
Input Leakage Current ±1µA 
Maximum input 
frequency 1 MHz  
High pulse width  500ns min 
Low pulse width 500ns min 
Input low voltage 0V min, 1.0V max 
Input high voltage 4.0V min, 15.0V max 
Non-volatile memory 
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Range Access Description 
0x0000 – 
0x17FF  Read/Write 
A/D Data (4K 
samples) 
0x1800 – 
0x1EFF Read/Write User data area 
0x1F00 – 
0x1FEF Read/Write Calibration Data 
0x1FF0 – 
0x1FFF Read/Write System Data 
Power  
Parameter Conditions Specification 
Supply Current (Note 5)   20mA 



















Note 5:   This is the total current requirement for the PMD-1208LS which includes up to 
5mA for the status LED. 
Note 6:   Self-powered refers to USB hubs and hosts with a power supply.  Bus-
powered refers to USB hubs and hosts without their own power supply. 
Note 7:   This refers to the total amount of current that can be sourced from the USB 
+5V, analog outputs and digital outputs. 
General 
Parameter Conditions Specification 
USB Controller 
Clock Error 
25 °C ±30 ppm max 
0 to 70 °C ±50 ppm max 
-40 to 85 °C ±100 ppm max 
Device type   USB 1.1 low-speed 
Device compatibility   USB 1.1, USB 2.0 
Environmental 
Operating 
Temperature Range -40 to 85 °C 




Range -40 to 85 °C 
Humidity 0 to 90% non-condensing 
Mechanical 
Dimensions 79mm(L) x 82mm(W) x 25mm(H)  
USB Cable Length 3 Meters max 
User Connection 
Length 3 Meters max 
Main connector and pin out  
Connector type Screw Terminal 
Wire gauge range 16 AWG to 30 AWG 
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Appendix B.1: Main Programming List 
 
B.1.1 Pattern Construction Programming: 
 
Table A.1 – Parameters of Pattern Construction 
Parameters Explanation of the Parameters 
Pfeature The features of each data for further analyzing. 
Angl The angle recorded from gyroscope. 
Normalization In the pattern recognition or insertion process, this 
parameters is to normalize the data for recognizing or 
building new pattern. 
Er A sequence of data representing the changes of the Mean 
Squared Error of FFNN. 
Dec A sequence of data representing the changes of the recognition 
rate based on the membership values. 
dstns The extra dimensional values. 
C The code is used to encode variant motion primitives. 
F The pattern of each motion primitive. 
V The mean of motion data features in one motion class. 
Index The parameters are used to provide users with the patterns 
corresponding to the symbols of the motion primitives. 
U The membership values of different motion data features. 
 
load(‘C:\SkillPrimitives\TrainingData.mat’); 
Np=4; %the number of the primitives. 
[Pfeature, Angl, Normalization]= preprocess (data, Np); %Feature 
Extraction From data and Normalization. 
[Er,Dec,dstns,C]=YeDistance(Pfeature); %the process to find the values 
of the extra dimensions. 
[F, V, Index, U]=findpattern(Pfeature,dstns,C,Np); %Pattern 
extraction—multi-dimensional prototype models. 
essage=’Pattern has been constructed’ 
 
B.1.2 Pattern Enhancement Programming 
 
Table A.2 – Parameters of Pattern Enhancement 
Parameters Explanation of the Parameters 
ExtrF The pattern of the new motion primitive. 
ExtrV The mean of the motion data features in the new motion class. 
ExtraP The new motion data features. 
 
prepare=input('Have you imported the original patterns for pattern 
insertion? Y/N[N] : ','s'); 
if prepare=='Y' 
%Construct the pattern for the new motion primitive. 
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     [ExtrF, ExtrV, ExtraP]=addpattern(data, Normalization, 3, 'GK'); 
%pattern insertion By using Gustafson-Kessel algorithm; If using the 
covariance approach, the parameter ‘GK’ should be changed to be ‘CO’.                    
F=[F;ExtraF]; 
     V=[V;VE]; 
     Index=[Index [Np+1;1]]; 
     Pfeature=[Pfeature;ExtraP]; 
else 
     warning('Without original pattern, it is impossible to study the 
new motion pattern'); 




B.1.3 Pattern Recognition Programming 
 
Table A.3 – Parameters of Pattern Recognition 
Parameters Explanation of the Parameters 
Umd The membership values of motion data features belonging to 
different motion primitives. 
Code The code is applied to derive the motion symbols from 
analyzing the membership values. 
A The patterns for recognizing different motion sequences. 
Au Similar to A, but derived from analyzing the motion sequence 
directly. 
Pathmark The motion sequence derived from analyzing the membership 
values of each motion data feature. 
State The final motion sequence derived by this approach. 
B The emission matrix based on the membership values and the 
tagged motion data features. 
 
prepare=input('Have you imported the original patterns for pattern 
Recognition? Y/N[N] : ','s'); 
if prepare=='Y' 
    Nor= Normalization; 
    [Pfeature]=preprocess(data,1,Nor);%Deriving the motion data 
features for pattern recognition. 
    [Umd]=PathDetectingGK(Pfeature,V,F,Np,2); %derive the membership 
values according to the patterns. 
    askhelp=input('Do you want the expert to help you? Y/N : ','s'); 
    if askhelp=='Y' 
        Code=input('Please input the Code for different movements : '); 
        askdetail=input('Do you have the skill pattern defined by the 
specialist? Y/N[N] : ', 's'); 
        if askdetail=='Y' 
            A=input('Please input the ready pattern for this skill : 
'); 
        else 
            A=[]; 
        end 
    else 
        A=[]; 
        Code=zeros(Np, Np); 
        for i=1:Np 
            Code(i,:)=i; 
        end 
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    end 
    [Pathmark, Au]=seqfuzzy(Umd,Code,Index,0.2); %derive the sequence 
of motion symbols from the membership values. 
    if isempty(A) 
        A=Au; 
    end 
    [state,B]=hmmfuzzy(Pathmark,U,A,Index); %finding the final motion 
symbol sequence. 
    reply=input('DO you want to apply the shot-term motion removing 
method? Y/N[N] : ','s'); 
    if reply=='Y' 
       [Seq]=skillpattern(Umd,state); %removing the transients from 
motion sequence. 
    end 
else 
     warning('Without original pattern, it is impossible to recognize 
the motion data'); 








duration = 40; 
 
set(ai,'SampleRate',400); 





    set(ai,'SampleRate',400-((-1)^m)*fre); 
    ActualRate = get(ai,'SampleRate'); 
    m=m+1; 
    if rem(m,2)==0 
        fre=fre+1; 





blocksize = get(ai,'SamplesPerTrigger'); 
Fs = ActualRate; 
start(ai) 
trigger(ai) 
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window=80-1; %Setting Sliding Window. 
[M D]=size(data); 
N=M/Np; %Getting the Number of motion data belonging to each Primitive. 
 
%Getting the angle data recorded from gyroscope. 
Angl=zeros(M,1); 
for j=0:NumPrim-1 
    for i=1:N 
        Angl(j*N+i,1)=sum(data(j*N+1:j*N+i,1)); 
    end 
end 
 
%From the motion detecting sensors, the data can derive six different 
features: covariance of rotation speed and acceleration in two axes; 






    i=j*N+1; 
    while i+window < (j+1)*N 
        Mean=[Mean; mean(data(i:i+window,2:D))]; 
        Covone=zeros(1,D); 
        for k=1:D 
            Covone(k)=cov(data(i:i+window,k)); 
        end 
        Cov=[Cov; Covone]; 
        CovAngl=[CovAngl; cov(Angl(i:i+window,1))]; 
        i=i+40; 
    end 
end 
 
X=size(Mean,1); %Getting the number of each feature. 
  
if nargin < 3 
    a=max(Cov); 
    b=max(Mean); 
    c=max(CovAngl); 
    Normalization =[a b c];% Getting the Standardization to conduct 
future work. 
else 
    a=Stand(1:3); 
    b=Stand(4:5); 
    c=Stand(6); 
    Normalization=Nor; 
end 
 
% Deriving the motion data features from original data 
Pfeature =zeros(X,6); 




    Pfeature(i,1:3)=Cov(i,:)./a; 
    Pfeature(i,4:5)=Mean(i,:)./b; 




B.2.2 The function to select the feature dimensions for further studying 
 
function Features= enumerate(PData,Np,a) 
 
if nargout==2 





Features=zeros(fac,3);%Initialization of the feature selection matrix; 
 
if Ff<7%if the dimension of the features is above 6, this algorithm is 
not suitable; 
    n=N/Np; 
    Label=[]; 
    for i=1:Np 
        Label=[Label n*i]; 
    end 
 
    dm=size(dec2bin(Np-1),2); 
    EnCode=zeros(Np,dm); 
    for i=1:Np 
        EnCode(i,:)=dec2bin(i-1,dm)-dec2bin(0,dm); 
    end 
 
    C=zeros(N,dm); 
    for i=1:Np 
        C(Label(i)-n+1:Label(i),:)=repmat(EnCode(i,:),[n,1]); 
    end 
     
    Prim=PData; 
    [F, V, Index]=findpattern(Prim,a,C,Np,Label); 
    [Umd]=PathDetectingGK(Prim,V,F,Np,2); 
    R=zeros(1,Np); 
    for i=1:Np 
        R(1,i)=length(find(Umd((i-
1)*398+1:i*398,Index(1,i))'==max(Umd((i-
1)*398+1:i*398,:)')))/398; 
    end 
    Features(1,1)=mean(R'); 
     
    R=zeros(Ff,Np); 
    for i=1:Ff 
        Prim=PData(:,find(1:Ff~=i)); 
        [F, V, Index]=findpattern(Prim,a,C,Np,Label); 
        [Umd]=PathDetectingGK(Prim,V,F,Np,2); 
        for j=1:Np 
            R(i,j)=length(find(Umd((j-
1)*n+1:j*n,Index(1,j))'==max(Umd((j-1)*n+1:j*n,:)')))/n; 
        end 
    end 
    Features(1:Ff,2)=(mean(R'))'; 
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    b=factorial(Ff)/(factorial(2)*factorial(Ff-2)); 
    R=zeros(b,Np); 
    m=1; 
    for i=2:Ff 
        Z=find(1:Ff~=i); 
        for j=1:i-1 
            if i~=j 
                Prim=PData(:,Z(find(Z~=j))); 
                [F, V, Index]=findpattern(Prim,a,C,Np,Label); 
                [Umd]=PathDetectingGK(Prim,V,F,Np,2); 
                for k=1:Np 
                    R(m,k)=length(find(Umd((k-
1)*n+1:k*n,Index(1,k))'==max(Umd((k-
1)*n+1:k*n,:)')))/n; 
                end 
                m=m+1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    Features(1:b,3)=(mean(R'))'; 
else 









%Primitives--The data ready for classification. 
%a--the parameters setting for the precision of the extra values. 
%b--the paprameter to terminate the iterations between the clustering 
process and the FFNN process. 
N=size(Pfeature,1)/Np; %Number of data belonging to each primitive. 
%Label--The borders among different primitive data. 
Label=[]; 
for i=1:Np 
    Label=[Label N*i]; 
end 




for i=1: Np 





    C(Label(i)-N+1:Label(i),:)=repmat(EnCode(i,:),[N,1]); 
end 
%----Encoding the input data into relevant patterns--- 
  
Z=[Pfeature C];%setting inputs for FCM algorithm by adding extra 
dimensions 
  
[center, U, obj_fcn] = fcm(Z, Np, [2]); 
Cen=mean(center(:,1:Nf)); 






    Dis(i)=((center(i,1:Nf)-Cen)*(center(i,1:Nf)-Cen)')^(1/2); 
end 
d=3*mean(Dis); 
%-----Setting original distance among clusters.--------- 
  
if nargin<4 

















    C2=C.*Ye; 
    Z=[Pfeature C2]; 
    [center, U, obj_fcn] = fcm(Z, Np, [2]);%Providing initial 
membership values with the output of FFNN. 
    V=center(:,1:Nf); 
  
    Index=zeros(2, Np); 
    U=U'; 
    for i=1: Np 
        index=sum(U(Label2(i)+1:Label2(i+1),:)); 
        Index(1,i)=find(index==max(index)); 
        
x=find((U(Label2(i)+1:Label2(i+1),Index(1,i))')==max((U(Label2(i
)+1:Label2(i+1),:))')); 
        Index(2,i)=size(x,2)/N; 
        x=0; 
    end 
    %---Getting the recognition rate by studying the results of fuzzy 
    %clustering.---------- 
     
    Dec=[Dec sum(Index(2,:))/ Np]; 
    U=U'; 
    [net,Y,E]=yelinear((Z(:,1:Nf))', U, Np); 
    Er=[Er mse(E)]; %Getting the MSE of FFNN. 
    if abs(mse(E))<b 
        break; 
    end 
    n=n+1; 
    C2=zeros(size(C)); 
end 
  
weight=3;%The value of weights to locate the optimal values for final 
clustering. 
Optimal=weight*Dec-Er./max(Er); 






B.2.4 The function of FFNN 
 
function [net,Y,E]=yelinear(Prim, U, Np) 
  
%Applying the FFNN of 3 layers with 10 middle units.  
net – the trained FFNN;  
Y – the output of simulations;  
E – the training errors of FFNN. 
net = newff(minmax(Prim),[10 U],{'tansig' 'purelin'}); 
net.trainParam.epochs = 40; 
[net,tr,Y,E] = train(net, Prim, U); 
 













    Index=zeros(2,Np); 
    U=U'; 
    for i=1:Np 
        index=sum(U(Label2(i)+1:Label2(i+1),:)); 
        Index(1,i)=find(index==max(index)); 
a=find((U(Label2(i)+1:Label2(i+1),Index(1,i))')==max((U(Label2(
i)+1:Label2(i+1),:))')); 
        Index(2,i)=size(a,2)/N; 
        a=0; 









    ZV=Z(:,1:Nf)-mZ1*center(j,1:Nf); 
    F((j-1)*nz+(1:nz),:)=nZ1*Um(: , j)'.*ZV'*ZV/sumU(1,j); 
end 
%-----------extracting the covariance matrix F-------------------- 
if nargout>4 
    if nargout==6 & Nf<4 
        EV=zeros(nz*Np,nz); 
        ED=zeros(nz*Np,nz); 
    for i=1:Np   [EV((i-1)*nz+(1:nz),:),ED((i-
1)*nz+(1:nz),:)]=eig(F((i-1)*nz+(1:nz),:)); 
    end 
    EDsum=zeros(Np,1); 
    for i=1:Np 
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        EDsum(i)=sum(sum(ED((1:nz)+Nf*(i-1),1:nz)^2))^(1/2); 
    end 
    for i=1:Np 
        ED((i-1)*nz+(1:nz),:)=ED((i-1)*nz+(1:nz),:)./EDsum(i); 
    end 
    else 
         error('The outputs of the function must be 6 or 4 different 
Variants') 
    end 
end 
%---------extracting the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of F------- 
  
B.2.6 The function to insert new motion primitive pattern 
 




    Feature = [1 2 3 4 5 6]; 
End 
 
[PData, Angl, Nor]=preprocess(data,1, Normalization);%extracting the 
features from the new motion data. 
 
N=size(PData,1);%The number of samples. 
Nf=length(Feature);%The number of features. 
 
%The Motion Primitive for inserting. 
ExtraP=zeros(N,Nf); 
for i=1:Nf 
    ExtraP(:,i)=PData(:,Feature(i)); 
end 
  





%the GK procession for deriving the membership values. 
    Zm=ones(N,1); 
    Zn=ones(Nf,1); 
    ZV=zeros(N,Nf); 
    d=ones(N,1); 
    ZV=ExtraP-Zm*ExtrV; 
    A=det(CovE)^(1/Nf)*inv(CovE); 
    for i=1:N 
        d(i)=sum((ZV(i,:)*A*ZV(i,:)')'); 
    end 
    d=(d+1e-10).^(-1/(m-1)); 
    U0=(d./sum(d')); 
    Um=(U0).^m; 
    SumU=sum(Um); 
%extract the GK patterns. 
    ExF=zeros(Nf,Nf); 
    for i=1:N 
        ExF=ExF+Um(i)*ZV(i,:)'*ZV(i,:); 
    end 
    ExtraF=ExF./sum(Um); 
elseif approach=='CO' 
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   PDV=PrimPD-mPD*V(i,:); 




















    for j=1:Np 
        B(i,j)=sum(U((i-1)*N+1:i*N,Index(1,j))); 
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B.2.9 The function to remove transients by studying membership 
values 
 







    a=Umd(i,:); 
    b=find(a==max(a)); 
    a(b)=0; 
    b2=find(a==max(a)); 
    b=find(Index(1,:)==b); 
    b2=find(Index(1,:)==b2); 
    B=[B b]; 
    B2=[B2 b2]; 





    U(i,1)=Umd(i,Index(1,B(i))); 






    if Umin(i) < q 
        Cnf=[Cnf i]; 






    a=Code(B(Cnf(1,i)),B2(Cnf(1,i))); 




    for j=1:Np 
        for k=1:n-5 
            if Pathmark(k)==i & Pathmark(k+1)==j 
                Au(i,j)=Au(i,j)+1; 
            end 
        end 




    Au(i,:)=Au(i,:)./sum(Au(i,:)); 
end 
 
